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YOUNG WILD WEST COWING THE COWBOYS
-OR-

ARJETTA AND THE PRAIRIE FIRE
8y AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
'THE PRIZE TEN-DOLLAR GOLDPIECE.

"Whoopee! Whoopee! Let her go! Now then let'-s see
who catches ther black bull! Young Wild West 'says he'll
give a ten-dollar goldpiece to ther lucky galoot. Let yourselves out, boys!"
The_ speaker was a tall, athletic man ~f thirty with a black
drooping mustache and · hair streaming to his shoulders'.
He was ~ounted on a spirited bay horse, and he sat in the
saddle with the ease and grace of a man who had been born
and reared in the West.
The scene was the rolling prairie near the southern border
of Texas, and the time a fine mo1ning in autumn a few years
ago.
Close to the speaker were a score of reckless-looking cow~oys, an1 as ~he words left his lip_s they darted off like a shot
th d
t
f
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~t oJt
;:n.o an ug y- 00 mg u I th at had juSt been
Swinging their lariats and yelling like mad, the bunch of
cowboys made for the bull.
. The_ ani~ai_ had been standing pawing the earth and swingmg his tail m a way that told that it was a question as
t
h th h
Id
k
ff
th
· ·
h
~o:nt~d e~e; wou ma e O over e praine or c arge th e
But when they came swooping down toward him the bull
uttered an angry snort and started across the open at full
speed.
He had decided to let the cowboys catch him if they could.
There was not the least doubt but that they could catch
him, for they were experts at the business of herding cattle,
but it had settled down to the question of who would be
the lucky one.
·
A ten-dollar goldpiece awaited him.
Whooping and yelling like mad; the cowboys spread out in
a semi-circle, and though the animal was running for all it
was worth, they began to gain on it.
It was just at this time that two young fellows, who
were not ove1· twenty years of age, came riding up to the
man with the long black hair ,and ni.ustache.
Both were attired -in blue shirts and hunting breeches
buckskin, while broad-brimmed hats of the Texas style sat
jauntily on their heads.
Both were handsome and athletic-looking, but there was
a certain distinguished air about one of them that was bound
to attract the casual, observer and make. him think that he
was looking upon a perfect type of budding manhood.
This boy-for neither of them were anything more, as far
as age and appearance went-had a wealth of chestnut hair
streaming 'in the wind as he rode up, and this added to the
dashing, not to say reckless, aspect that seemed t o h ang
.ahont him.
·

;r~

of

The horse he rnde was one of the most magnificent speci~ens of its kind the West had ever known. It was a cleanlimbed sorrel stallion with a1·ched neck flowing mane and
tail, and a defiant mien.
'
1:he other boy rode a fine black, and as they reined in
~hen· ~teeds .~ear the horseman who had started the cowboys ,
m their ~xcitmg chase after the wild bull, the faces of both
wore smiles of satisfaction.
Right here we had better introduce these three personages
to. those of our readers who have not yet beeome acquainted
with th em.
'.['he _dashing-loo~dng boy on the sorrel stallion was Young
Wild West, the Pnnce of the Saddle and Champion Deadshot
of the West, mine •owner and rancher, and one who waE
known far and near for his fearless and cool way in protecting the rights of those who were unable to help themselves
and who always stood for a straight and clean record.
'
The other boy was a chum of his, who bore the name of
Jim Dart. Unlike the -young deadshot he had his hair cut
pretty close to his head, which: was on ~ccount of his having
had a fever when he was younger, and that his hair refused
to grow very .long.
,The tall man who had set the cowboys going in the race
to catch the bull was Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-government
scout and Indian fighter, with a reputation such as few men
of the wild West ever attain.
Cheyenne Cl1arlie and Jim Dart were partners of Young
Wild West, both in a business and social way.
They traveled together, fought for each othe1·, and were
as close as brothers could be.
As we find them they are on the grazing lands belonging
to Buckhorn Ranch, a property that is owned by Young Wild
West and which he is trying to develop sufficiently to put
it on a paying basis.
The three had reached the ranch tl'le day before, bringing
with them the scout's wire, Anna, and Arietta Murdock and
Eloise ·Gardner, the sweethearts of our hero and Dart.
· One of the first things \v ild had noticed on his arrival was.
that the cowboys appeared to be rather lazy and indifferent
as to their duties abo\1t the range and herding pens.
He decided to try and wake them up a bit before weeding
them out and putting on new hands, hence the race for the
bull.
The score of cowboys in the bunch who were competing
fo1· the prize of a ten-dollar P'Oldpiece had been selected by
Cheyenne Charlie as being, i1i his opinion, the laziest and
roost indifferent of the lot on the ranch.
After the bull was captured and the prize awarded, Wild
meant to give them a talking to and impress it on their minds
that they were hired to do something besides loafing around,
smoking, and drinking whisky .
Though he had a very g ood foreman and manager at the
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"What's ther matter, boy?" and Trusty Je1Ty looked at
ran~h, things had been going decidedly wrong, and it was all
on account of the cowboys who were entrusted to do certain our hero in amazement.
"Well, before you go away you had better ask perm_ission.
.
things that they neglected.
"Well, they are making a great spurt after that bull, Just go over ·to the corral and ask Hoss Thompson if you
Charlie," obse~d Young Wild West, as he sat in the saddle can go pff on a spree; if he says yes, go ahead. But if he
watching the chase. "You would hardly think there was a says no, just stay and attend to your busines." to his com"What!" roared the cowboy, and then he turned
lazy man in that bunch,. would you?"·
"You wouldn't to look at 'em jest now," was the reply. panions and burst into a hoarse peal of laughter.
They all joined in the merriment, for it really seemed as
"But when I went to ther corral an' called 'em out one at
a time they looked lazy enough. Some of ther measly coyotes though it was awfully funny.
"You will do just as I say," said Wild quietly. "If you
acted as though they ·was mad, but I jest impressed it on
'em that they was going to do as I said, since youuther ranch feel as though you don't want to, ride over and get what
owner, had to4l me what to do. Then they come along will- money there is coming to you and then light out in doubleingly enough. There's some putty bad ones in that bunch, quick time!"
"See here!" thundered Trusty Jerry, the mirth leaving him
you kin bet! But I don't think any of 'em is what might
and his brow darkening. "Us fellers works by ther month,
be called dangerous, even if they was to git riled."
"Well, I have made up my mind that the men who work an' I want yer ter know that we ain't s'posed ter work night
off on
on this ranch have got to look out after my interests. The an' day. It's a rule here that when we feels like goin' We're
place is not paying a cent, anyhow, and there is no use in a little spree we always goes an' no questions asked.
letting it get farther behind. If it is on account of the jest goin' over ter Greaser Joe's bungalow, an' we're goin'
cowboys not doing their duty I'll guarantee that difficulty ter licker up."
"All right. Come over to Hoss Thompson and get the
will be overcome, and in a very few days, too. Hoss Thompson admits that he has not the proper kind of control over wages that are coming to you."
"Do yer mean that, Young Wild West!"
the men, and though Hoss is a good one, I think he is a little
"I certainly do."
bit scared of the gang. But just wait! I'll take the badness
,"I've jest got a good notion ter take yer across my knee
and laziness out of them!"
"There!" exclaimed Jim Dart, who had been watching the an' give yer a good spankin'! "
"Well, don't you itet out of the notion; go ahelj.d and do it1
cowboys closer than his companions. "I guess the bull has
Hurry up now. or I'll knock you down!"
been caught."
There was a gleam in the eyes of the young deadshot now
Wild and the scs;>.ut turned their eyes out over the prairie.
Half a mile away they could see t h e cowboys in a- bunch · that told plainly that he meant business.
Trusty J elTy stood still for a second and then took a step
riding around and waving their sombreros.
. A couple of minutes later they st arted back, driving the toward the boy.
That was the signal for something to happen.
bull ahead of them, and as they drew nearer our friends
With the quickness of a cat, Young Wild West leaped
could see that one of their number had him lassoed about
forward and planted a blow between the eyes of the big
the horns.
Young Wild West felt in the pocket of his buckskin -pock-marked man and sent him staggering back.
He followed him up and gave a punch with his left which
trousers to make sure that he had placed a ten-dollar goldcaught him in the pit of the stomach.
piece there, and, finding it, he gave a nod and exclaimed:
Down went the boss of the bunch on the ground in a
"Now then, I guess those fellows will hear something
doubled-up condition.
from me."
A hoarse murmur of astonishmen~ went up from his comIn a very sho~ time the score of mounted men reached
panions.
the spot.
A couple of them dismounted, as though to take the part
The bull had been somewhat tamed by the rough usage
of their big leader.
he had received, and was quite docile.
Young Wild West calmly drew a revolve1· from his belt.
"Here's ther bull!" shouted a big, pock-marked fellow,
"I'll shoot the first man who interferes!" he exclaimed.
who looked as thoug-h he was one of the sort who are afra;<l
of nothing and whose general appearance indicated that he "Get back on your horses, you cowardly hounds!"
There was a silence of perhaps two seconds, and then the
did not believe in washing any more than was absolutely
necessary. "Now, jest let's see ther color of that ten-dollar two who had dismounted got into the · saddle. ·
"I guess I am running things on Buckhorn Ranch!" said
goldpiece!"
"So you lassoed him, did you?" said Young Wild West, our hero.
dismounting and stepping over. "What is your name? You
are a I\ew man to me, and I believe nearly all of you have
G,HAPTER II.
been hired since I was here last. What is your name?" . .
"Yer don't know my name, hey?" replied the fellow, sliding
THE INVESTOR AND WHAT HAPPENED TO HIM.
back from the back of his mustang. "Why, it's a wonder
Hoss Thompson didn't tell yer about me! I'm Trusty Jerry,
The blow he had received in the stomach had knocked the
ther boss of ther bunch. I reckon Hoss will tell yer that
_ I'm all wool an' a yard wide, an' that I kin bite ther head breath from him, and it was fully a minute before Trusty
J e1Ty was able to get upon his feet.
off a rattler when I git mad!"
But instead of being angered when he did so he was very
"Well, I suppose you know who I am?"
·
Young Wild West did not seem to be the least disturbed meek,
"Jingo!" he exclaimed. "But you sartinly did knock me
or surprised at the swaggering way of the fellow, and he
,
asked the last question as coolly as though there was no down, Young· Wild West!"
"Well, if you are not satisfied I'll do it again."
such a thing as a bad cowboy within a dozen miles of him,
"Never mind! I don't want it done ag'in; it hurts too much.
"I reckon you're ther young galoot what's s'posed tel' own
Buckhorn Ranch?" answered Trusty Jerry, as he called But say! You ain't go!n' ter discharge µs, are yer?"
"Well, I'll tell you what I'll do," and Wild folded his anns
himself,
"Well, I am the owner of this ranch, ail right, My name and looked the man over, "How long is It before your month
•
is Young Wild Wc::;t, too! If you are the fellow wh.a caught is up?"
"It'll be up in a little over a week, Ther first of November
the bull you are entitled to a ten-dollar goldpiece."
is pay day fur all of us, 1'
''Well, fork it over, then!"
f'W ell, let's see how you behave from now until the first
"Did he catch the bull?" asked Wild, turning to the rest
of the month, then, The same applies to all of you!" and
of the cowboys.
our hero turned to the rest of them. "Now, just get that bull
"Yes!" came the unanimous retort.
in the pen where he belongs."
"All right, then. Heres you go, Jerry!"
That was enough!
Wild tossed the coin to him.and he caught it.
The boisterous lot of cowboys had become as tame as a
"Hooray! Come on boys! We'll drink this up in tangiefoot at Greaser Joe's{ We'll all git bilin' drunk an' show carload of tenderfoots just landed in the Western wilds, /
"A rather harmless lot," observed Jim Dart, as they started
ther young galoot -we're workin' fur what kind of stuff we're
to ride to t.he ranch-house, which could be seen behind a
made of!" yelled the big cowboy, starting for his mustang.
,
ridge of trees a couple of miles away,
"Hold on!"
f'I kn.owed th.er measly coyotes was all mouth when t} l.t was 4 command, and jt came fro-m. Youn~ Wild West,
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The scout chuckled as he thought of how the big pockgot some one at 'em what meant business," remarked Charlie.
one
no
cowboy went down.
that
marked
like
gang
a
tame
can't
"Wild, I recko:q if you
"I was thinkin' of how we'd have to git rid of Trusty Jerry
kin!"
cowboys. They've been git t in'
"Well, I don't know as it was so much to do. I just had an' some of ther r est of ther the
foreman. "It's a good idea
said
lately,"
others
worse
the
an'
Then
se
wor
all!
was
that
to lmock the big fellow down,
ther month, Wild."
soon found out that I was ready to shoot> and they gave in." in g ivin' 'em t ill ther first of
''Well, you can bet that they have got to I do the right
"Well, I suppose there would have been lead flyin' if I'd
been in your place," said the scout. "I can't keep as cool as thing or leave," was the reply.
A few minutes later the girls' horses were brought over,
you kin, an' I'll be blamed if I ever seen any one what could!"
by their escorts.
"You can keep cool if you make up youx mind that you're and then they were assisted to mountored
horse, rode at the
Arietta, mount ed on a fine cream-col
going to."
West.
"It is easy to make up your mind, though, and easy to head of the line ,,·ith Young Wild
The couple made a very pleasing appea:r;ance, as they
forget that you made it up," spoke up Dart with a laugh.
always did.
"I know from experienc e."
The ten miles to Short Creek had to b e mad-e over the
"Well, I notice that you fellows generally make out pretty
regular trail that led into El Paso.
good whenever you get .in a tight place."
The way could hardly be called a · road yet, since few
Leaving the cowboys and the bull behind them, they ro~e
traveled it and the grass was growing on it.
on for the ranch.
The whole distance to the new settlemen t was over a level
In a vexy few minutes they came in ful• vjew of it. ·
the
of
bank
the
of prairie, and as they rode along t he water s of the
to
strip
down
.
ran
property
of
piece
The, big
Paso,
El
·sparkled in the sun on tl1eir left. 1
from
far
Grande
very
Rio
so
not
was
it
though
and
Rio Grande,
About halfway to Short Creek they met a man driving a
it was what might be termed a rather wild and picturesq ue
·
spot, and looked as though there could not possibly be any horse that was hitched to a rather long, light wagon.
On the wagon was a contrivan ce. that looked so peculiar
such a thing as a city anywhere near it.
When Young Wild West and his two partners reached the to our friends that they came to a halt.
The driver of the outfit did not seem to be p:.rticular ly
ranch-hou se three females came out on the long, low veranda
.
pleased at this. '
to greet them.
He was a rather thin man of fifty with' a scragg y mustache
They were Arietta, Eloise and Anna.
The former was .an exception ally pretty girl of the blonde and beard, and as he removed his hat to mop the perspirati on
type. She was between sevenueen and eighteen, and, though from his brow they could see that his head was almost coma mere girl, she was an expert rifle shot and a thorough pletely bald.
master of horses.
"Howdy do? he said rather gruffly.
"Pretty well. 'lfow are you?" answered Wild, malting up
Added to this, she was coura<geous and daring in times of
his mind right away that they had struck an eccentric chardanger, being a quality that few of her sex ever possess.
Eloise, who was to marry Jirll Dart some day, was about acter. "What is that you have on the wagon, if I may ask?"
"Oh, you kin ask all right, but I don't know as I'll tell
the age of Arietta. She was a brunette and rather delicate
you, unless you make me. That's· a secret I've got, that
and slender.
Not having been reared in the wild West, she was not so thing is."
" All right, sir. I am not one to pry into any one's secrets.much of a "fighter" as the blonde ' girl, but still she knew
Just keep it to yourself. But it is a queer-loo king contrivhow to handle firearms and manage a horse.
Anna was a young woman of twenty-fiv e or thereabou ts, anee, though. Looks like a dozen big umbrellas hitched up.
was rather stout and was quite well versed in the use of a I'll bet it is a flying machine!"
"Young man, you're a mighty good guesser!" exclaimed
gun or a saddle.
his face. "Now, since you've struck
Wild and his partners always spoke of them as the "girls," the man, a smile crossing talk
to you. My name is Jasper
it right, I guess I kin
so it will be in order for us to call them that.
The girls were glad to see the dashing young dead~hot Down."
"Jasper J)own, eh?"
and his two friends come back, since they had been promised
"Yes, sir, that's my name."
a horseback ride to Short Creek postoffice, which was about
"An' yet you expect to go up," said Cheyenne Charlie
ten miles from the ranch in the direction of El Paso.
I
This postoffice had been but lately installed at the settle- ~~~
' There was a laugh at this from all hands, the man joining
ment that bore the name of Short Creek, and it was very
convenien t to those who lived at Buckhorn Ranch and the in good-natu redly.
other ranches scatbered about. that portion of the country.
"I've invented a machine that'll fly like a bird," went on
"Well, you have been gone the longest half hour I ever Jasper Down, "an' I'm goin' to astonish ther world an' make
heard of!" declared pretty Arietta, as her ~om1g lover stepped a lot of money besides. I've been six months gittin' .my
upon the veranda and removed his sombrero. . "Here we have machine together, an' I left El Pas6 this mornin' to find a
been waiting for ever so long to take that nde over to the nice quiet place to test the machine."
postoffice ."
"You must have started out pretty early," observed Dart.
"Well, I hardly· think you have been waiting more than
"I did. It was an hour afore daylight when I started.
rejoinder.
laughing
an hour or two at the most," was the
I didn't want any one to see me, you know."
pretty
a
is
It
away.
"But never mind! We will set out right
"Well, I should think this was as good a place as any to
warm morning, you know, and JimQi.nd I did not hurry when try the machine," said Wild. "We might be of some assistthe
with
out
we went out to see how· Charlie was m~ing
ance to you. We belong to a ranch five miles below here,
,...
cowboys."
so you need not be afraid of us."
girl
the
and
"How did you make out with them, Charlie?"
in
ladies
young
got
You've
you.
of
afraid
ain't
I
"Well
turned her eyes upon the tall form of the scout.
your pa;·ty, an' I kin tell by ther looks of you all that you're
"Oh, I made out all right," was the quick reply. · "So did law-abidi n' citizens."
fist."
his
with
down
'em
of
one
knocked
Wild. He
Our friends now moved their horses closer to the wagon,
"What!" exclaimed the three girls in a breath.
had halted.
which
place.
taken
had
what
just
told
Charlie then
It was quite plain that it was what was intended to be a
He was just finishing when Hoss Thompson , the foreman flying machine that the eccentri~ m3,:n had on the l(!ng wagon.
of the ranch, came up.
Small ribs of steel covered with silk showed up m all sorts
·
He heard enough to m:i.ke him interested .
shapes.
of
sayin'
yer
"What's that, Charlie?" he asked. "What was
"You don't know whether your machine will work or not,
about Trustv Jerry?"
do you?" Jim D:;;rt asked.
"I was teilin' ther gals that Wild give him a warmin' a
"Well I ain't tried it yet, but I know she'll work, though."
littlP while ago."
shook his head doubtingl y.
Charlie
"Git out!"
"I'll bet she won't work!" he exclaimed .
"That's right. Ther measly coyote got sassy an' was goin'
"I'll bet you!" was the quick retort from Jasper Down.
_
•
to take hold of Wild."
"All right."
"Trusty Jerry is a bad man when he gits started."
"I iil,in't bettin' no_ money; .l'm jest bettin', you know."
"Well I reckon he didn't exactly git started this . time.
"Yes; diat's .all right."
Wild sorter took ther starch out. of him afore he got goin' !"
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The inventor cast a sweeping glance around.
The placid waters of the Rio Grande was on his right,
while to the left was a broad expanse of prairie with the
grass turning yellow from the lack of rain.
The wind was blowing from the southwest, too, and when
he became satisfied that there would be no dan.zer of his
being blown over in Mexico, Jasper Down decided to try his
wonderful invention th~n and there.
,
The girls were very much interested.
The man was such a quaint old fellow and his positiveness
about the machine being perfect was quite enough to make
them want to see the trial.
·
•
Wild and his partners dismounted.
"If you fellers will jest give me a hand I'll soon show you
how I kin fly like a bird," said Jasper Down, as he took hold
qf the wonderful contrivance and removed it from the wagon.
Wild assisted him and they got it out and laid it on the
•
·
ground. .
11
The thmg must have been twenty feet m length, and when
they spread out the big wings they were easily twenty-four
feet from tip to tip.
And the whole thing did not weigh more than thirty or
:Corty pounds.
But it was so lightly constructed that our hero was satisfie(l that itl would not do what the inventor thought it would.
With a weight sagging down upon it it would surely collapse-that is, if it would keep up long enough to allow the
weight to sag upon it.
"That thing looks like a cross between a big hat an' an
umbrella factory," observed Charlie, as he took a good look
~~

'

In the. center was a light frame-work with two treadles
att~c~ed at the bott?m, and when Down got thli:i in the proper
pos1t10n he stepped mto the harness and buckled himself fast.
"You folks jest watch my horse an' wagon while I'm takin'
a fly around," said the inventor, who appeared to be so confident that our friends began to think that he had solved
the problem, after all.
I~ h~d taken s_ome minutes to get the thing in shape, and
wlule 1t was takrng place our friends had not noticed a dark
~loud _that had ~athered in the south and was rapidly ass~mmg big proportions.
It was one of. those little gusts of wind that might be
called the offsprmg of a tornado that was coming.
W~en everything was in readiness Jasper Down began
,~orkmg_ the treadles and the flying machine began to wobble
like a bird that had lost the use of a wing.
But he did not rise from the ground.
"_Give him a lift!" suggested the scout, and, suiting the
action to the words, he took hold of the flimsy structure and
·
gave it a boost upward.
It was at that very moment that the guest of wind came.
The next instant the flying machine was in motion!
A puff caught it and lifted it about twenty feet from the
ground, and then it began whirling around like a big rag
at the end of a kite's tail.
Young Wild West and his companions were forced to brace
themselves to keep from being blown from their feet.
It was all over in a minute, however, and when they
looked in the direction the luckless inventor and his flying
machine had taken, they could just see a mere speck in the
distance.
CHAPTER III.
THE VISIT TO SHORT CREEK.

"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie as he
shaded his eyes and caught sight of Jasper Down' lying- in
the wreck of the fl ving machine at least a mile away. "But
that is what I call great! I hope ther blamed fool ain't
hurt, but I can't help from laughin'!"
He did laugh, too, . and the others were forced to smile.
It seemed that the P.Ust of wind h_a d come along just to
assist the eccentric old fellow in his t rial to fly.
"I am afraid he will never make another flying machine,"
said Wild. "The chances are that every bone in his body
is broken. Let's ride over and see."
They quickly mounted their horses, gnd, leaving the horse
and wagon standing th.ere, rode ofl' at a gallop in the di•
rection of the luckless inventor.'
Our friends could get over the ground fast when th,ey
wanted to , and they were in a hurry iust now.

Consequently they reached the spot in short order.
There was not a great deal left of the ·wonderful invention beyond the frame, and lying in a heap in the midst
of it was the inventor.
To all appearances he was dead.
Wild was the first to dismount.
He ran up to the luckless man and, lifting his head
with one hand, placed his other on his heart.
At the same moment a sigh came from the lips of Down.
"Where am I?" he gasped, as he opened his eyes. "Did
I hit ther moon, or was it only one ·of ther little stars?"
"You hit ther earth, I reckon," retorted Cheyenne Char:ie.
as he began unbuckling the straps to release him from the
wreck. "If you ain't hurt much it's a mighty good thillg
that heavy wind struck jest as it did. It lifted you an'
your infernal machine off the ground, an' that's ther only
way you would ever have got off. That thing couldn't fly
no more than a .horse blanket tied to ther ramrod of a gun!"
""I-I guess you're right," faltered the man, as they got
him loose and placed him in a sitting posture on the ground.
"My! wasn't I sailing, though! I remember of turning about
fourteen tumblesets, an' then I hit ther ground kerplunk!"
"Well, you came a mile in about two minutes," said Wild.
"The tornado held right onto you as long as it could."
"A mile!" echoed the inventor, and then, much to the
relief of our friends, he got upon his feet and took a look
around.
He spied his horse and wagon in the distance.
"Is that where I started from?" he asked.
"Yes," answered Wild. · "You flew just about a mile."
"An' my horse an' wagon stayed there?"
"Yes. They didn't have any flying machine hitched to
them, you know."
- "I see."
Then he turned and looked ruefully at the wreck and
added: ·
"There's two thousand dollars in clean cash an' six months'
woTk gone to thunder!"
"That is too bad," observed Anna, looki,ng at the man
.
pityingly.
"It is too bad, that's a fact," the inventor 1-etorted.
"Especially as I ain't got but nine dollars to my name."
"Well, if you want work I can send you where you can
get it," said Wild.
"That's jest what I want, young man. I've got to work
till I git enough money together to try some other invention."
"Well, just get on my horse with me and I'll take you
back to your horse and wagon. · Then you can drive over to
·Roaring Ranch and wait till we come back. I guess we will
find something for you to do. I don't know as the wreck
of the flying machine is any · good to you, is it?"
"No! I don't want to ever set eyes on it again! I
knowed it wasn't going to work when I first made ther
treadles go. Ii would have taken about t ~nty times more
power than I've got in my legs to make that thing fly. I
figured it out wrong."
"W.ell," observed Cheyenne Chi..rlie, with a grin, "you
oughter be glad you're livin'."
"I am glad."
Jasper .Down got on our hero's horse with him and then
the party rode back to the trail, where the horse belonging
to the unlucky inventor was patiently waiting, no doubt
wondering what it was all about.
"Who shall I say sent me to ther ranch when I git
there?" asked the eccentric man.
"Just tell them that Young Wild West, the owner of the
ranch, sent you over and that you are to wait till he gets
back."
"All right, Young Wild West. I won't never furgit you
an' your friends ."
He got in the wagon and drove off without any further
talk.
Our friends continued on their way to Short Creek, talking and laughing over the queer incident.
It was something unusual that they had run across that
morning, and they were wondering what next would happen.
But they all felt sorry for the eccentric man who had
spent so much time and money in building a worthless ma.
chine that he hoped to fly with.
Wild had sized him up well enough to be of tne opinion
that Jasper Down was a man who was not afraid of work.
''He may be useful on the ranch," he said, as they rode
into the little settlement where the post-office was located.
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But he swallowed the drink he had in his hand and tried
"II" s ingenuity might be the means of improving some of the
to appear unconcerned.
tools used."
"So you changed your mind and came over, after all,
His ingenuity will be ther means ·of killin' him, I reckon,"
Trusty Jerry?" said Young Wild West, stepping up to him.
answered Cheyenne Charlie, with a laugh.
"Yes. Hoss Thompson said as how we could come. He
On their left as they entered the village was the bungalow,
as it was called where the man named Greaser Joe sold liquor. reck.oned that you wouldn't object, so long as we went 1·ight
This was the place the cowboys wanted to come after back," was the reply.
"You are sure Hoss told you you could come, then?"
..
Trusty Jerry won the ten-dollar goldpiece.
"Oh, yes! Didn't he, boys?" . ·
Neither Wild nor Jim ever drank anything strong, but
"Yes!" Cjlme the unanimous retort from the co-wbovs.
they very often visited places where liquor was s_old.
".t\11 right. If he told you I shan't say anything. ·But if
It was natural for them to do this, since there was hardly
a place where miners or cowboys congregated that did not sell he didn't tell you, you fellows must look out for squalls!"
"Well, Young Wild West, I reckon we all knows our busiwhisky.
And our friends had to associate with those who patron- ness putty well. There ain't a gang of cowboys in ther Lone
Star State what kin beat us at our game. an' you'll find it
·
ized the saloons or else go it strictly alone.
They liked life and adventure, and that mad~ them in the out after you've got acquainted with us."
"Give us some more tanglefoot!" cried one of the men.
,
habit of going where they could find it.
"I reckon that's where Trusty Jerry wanted to bring ther "Ther ten dollars ain't drunk up yet."
"Another round will jest about finish it," retorted Greaser
gang, Wild," said the scout, as they rode past the low,
•
thatched building that was situated in a little grove of trees Joe, who wa!s behind the rough bar himself.
"Let Young Wild West an' his pards have something,"
near the bank of the winding stream that divided two counspoke up Trusty Jerry.
ties at that point.
"Chuck down ther extra dough, then."
"Yes," was the reply. "That is Greaser Joe's place. He
"No! They're goin' ter drink out of that ten dollars."
does a rushing business, so Hoss Thompson says. It would
The leader of the cowboys drew a revolver and let the
be better for Roaring Ranch, though, if the place was not
proprietor see the muzzle of · it.
so close by."
"All right, boys, don't start a row. . It ain't necessary."
"Well, I don't know about that," retorted the scout, shak"We don't want any drinks," spoke ,up Wild. "So you
ing his head. "If it was any further away they would be
longer gittin' to an' from it, I reckon. Cowboys .has got to needn't get alarmed ab_out your pay, landlord."
"Oh, I reckon you must drink in a cas~ of this kind,"
.
have their tanglefoot, you know."
This was a plain fact, and our hero saw that there was no Trusty Jerry insisted.
"No! Now you fellows get what is coming to you if you
use in trying to deny it.
want to and then get back to the ranch. I want to settle
Charlie liked a drink of whisky once in a while, too.
But it was more of a habit than anything else, so Jim this thing."
"Yer want ter settle •what thing?"
Dart declared.
"As to whether Hoss Thompson gave you permission to
Time was when the scout had been a heavy drinker, · but
leave the ranch or not."
Young Wild West had changed,him greatly.
"Well, I'd jest like ter know what right you've got ter inSho1-t Creek was not much of a place.
It was so named because a rather short creek ran through terfere with ther foreman fur.. He oughter know his business, hadn't he?"
it and emptied in the river.
"Well, he don't know his busines~, not if he let you felTwo or three bridges had been spread over the creek and
here to spend that ten dollars."
on either side of it was a sort of headqua1·ters, and nearly lows come over better
discharge him an' hire a new fore"Then you'd
all the business done there came from outside the settlement. man."
There was a good-sized store that sold about everything
"Perhaps I will."
that was needed, a postoffice and a blacksmith shop.
Wild was as cool as an iceberg.
These, with Greaser Joe's bungalow, were the only places
He now felt quite certain that Hoss Thompson had not
of business there.
to come away.
Our friends halted in front of the postoffice and dis- given the men permission
At first he thought it might have been the case.
mounted.
"I want you fellows to get back, with those mustangs as
The girls mailed some letters to relatives and friends in fast as you can!" he said, looking the leader squarely in the
Weston, got the mail that was there for the ranch and then race.
·
suggested that they go over to the store.
"We're goin' as soon as we git this drink."
The usual crowd of loungers was to be found around both
"Hurry up and get it, then."
the postoffice and the store, and they eyed the girls sharply.
'fhey did hurry just a little, and then they made for the,
But it , was only natural that such pretty girls should door.
·
attract attention, so no notice was paid to the men.
As soon as they saw the girls outside they took off their
Half an hour later they mounted and started to ride hats and gave a cheer for them.
back to the ranch.
Then they mounted and headed for the ranch.
As they , came to the bungalow they noticed that about
Young Wild West and his friends rode on after them.
a score of horses were standing outside and yelling and
"If they have lied they have got to quit," said our hero.
laughter came from within.
"I guess we don't want such a gang as that on the ranch
"If them mustangs ain't from Buckhorn Ranch I'll miss property, anyhow."
my guess!" exclailned Cheyenne Charlie. "I recognize' 'em
plain enough. They belong to Trusty Jerry an' his gang."
"Just what I was thinking," retorted Wild. "Girls, just
CHAPTER IV.
wait here a minute or two."
TRUSTY JERRY AND HIS GANG ARE DISCOURAGED.
"There is trouble brewing, I guess," said Ar:etta.
"Well, if those fellows .have come over here to spend that
Young Wild West allowed the cowboys to beat them t o the
ten-dollar goldpiece, after what I told them, I guess there ranch.
will be something like trouble for them," our hero· observed,
He noticed that they rode right up to the corral that was
as he dismounted.
within a hundred yards of the house when they got there.
Charlie and Jim followed him, and into the thatched shanty
There was nothing very strange in this, because Hoss
they went.
Thompson, the foreman, was there. Our hero had an idea
The big room that took up the whole of the building was that Trusty Jerry .yanted to see Hoss to get him to say
pretty well crowded with a noisy lot of cowboys, and it .only that he had given them permission to go over to Greaser
took one glance for Wild and his partners to see that they Joe's.
were the identical fellows who had competed for the prize
dismounted, and then Wild told one of the
Our frien
that morning.
Chinese servants they had to put the girls' horses away.
"We will leave ours in the shade of the tree there, as we
They were drinking tanglefoot as fast as they could pour
it out, and on the bar lay the identical goldpiece Wild had may need them in a hurry," he said.
The girls ,vent into the house and Wild and his partner~
given to Trusty Jerry.
The .b ig pock-marked fellow turned red in the face when sat down on the veranda.
From where they sat they could see the cowboys.
he saw the young ranch owner come in with liis two partners.
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They were talking very earnestly to Hoss Thompson, who
had been found there by them.
The foreman kept shaking his head.
"There's goin' to be trouble over there putty shortly," observed the scout.
"I wouldn't be surprised," retorted Dart.
"I guess we had better ride over and see about it," said
Wild. "We will ride," because we may need our horses to
chase those fellows. I am satisfied that they are' a very bad
lot, and that they have no intention of doing the right thing
here."
They quickly leaped upon the backs of their horses and
rode over to the corral. ,
Hoss Thompson, though not by any means a coward,
seemed relieved when-the three came to a halt.
"What's the trouble?" Wild called out in his easy and
careless way.
"There ain't no trouble, Young Wild West!" answered
Trusty Jerry. "We're jest havin' a little unde:i:standin' with
ther foreman, that's all." .
"There is trouble, a:ii.' you know there is, Jerry!" exclaimed Hoss Thompson. "You want me to tell ther boss
that I give you fellers permission ter go over ter Greaser
Joe's, when I didn't. Wild, I reckon this gang ain't no good,
an' ther quicker they gits off ther property you own ther
be-tter it will be fur yer!"
"Well, I've been thinking that way myself," was our hero's
reply. "I did mean to give them a chance until their month
was up, but they seem to want to quit, so they can quit.
Just pay them .what is due and then leaye it to me to make
them get away. Dismount and fall in line to get your
money!"
The last was said to the cowboys.
"Are yer goin' ter discharge us, Young Wild West?" cried
Trusty Jerry angrily.
"Dismount and fall in line."
"I reckon I won't do no sich t:ping 1"
As the word~ left his lips the rascally cowboy leader gave
the: spurs to his horse and darted away over the prairie.
Young Wild West did not offer to shoot at him.
He did not even draw a revolver to threaten him.
. He waited until the man had about fifteen or twenty yards
start and then went after him with the gallant sorrel.
"Boys, you take care of the rest of them!" he called out.
Jerry looked over his shoulder and saw the dashing young
ranch owner in hot pursuit of him.
"I am going to catch you with my lariat, you scoundr el!"
shouted Wild. "Just make up your mind to it. That
mustang you are riding belongs to me, and he is worth a
great deal more than what money you have coming. He is a
pretty good horse, as I can see, but I am riding one that can
beat him without trouble. Just watch me run you down,
Jerry!"
The last "".as _said rather tantalizingly, and, becoming despe:i;ate, the v1llam drew a revolver from his belt.
"You ain't never goin' ter c·a tch me, Young Wild West!"
he shouted.
"We will see about that," was the calm retort. "If you
want to die just make a move to fire a shot at me!"
Wild was rapidly gaining on him now.
The reins were hanging over Spitfire's neck, but that madE::
no difference.
Then he got ready to lasso Trusty Jerry. ·
"Catch him, Spitfire I" he exclaimed, and the noble stead
put on a spurt that rapidly narrowed the distance.
Wild kept right on until he was within twenty feet of
him.
Then he let the lariat go.
Jerry tried to get out of the way, but it was no nse.
The noose settled quickly, and down it came over his head.
His arms were pinioned to his sides, and with a jerk he was
thrown from the saddle.
The daring young deadshot quickly took charge of the
villain's weapons, and then making the lariat fast about his
.
waist, bade him get up.
The next thing Wild did was to catoh the mustang, which
had not gone twenty feet after losing its rid .
Then he led it up to his own horse, which he mounted.
With the end of the lariat hitched to the pommel of his
saddle Jerry was fast, and he would have to either follow
of his own accord or be dragged along.
Wild held the bridle-rein of the mustang and started
ahead.
Je-rry did not want to u;o, that was plain.

But when the rope tightened he concluded that it wot:ld
be wise to do so.
"Come along, Jerry!" called out Wild. "Don't you try
to untie the lariat, for if you do get loo.se I'll only catch
you again, and you might get hurt while I am doing it."
Jerry did come along! He had to, for when Wild put
Spitfire on a trot it was a ease of run or being dragged.
In this way they got back to the corral.
The rest of the cowboys had dismounted and were standing there quiet enough.
"Now, then," said our hero, turning to them, "I want
each man to lead his horse to the stable. Do you hear!"
They all heard.
Off they went. with Wild, his two partners and the foreman following them.
The mustangs were soon put away.
"Now. just get the money and pay them off Hoss," our
hero said.
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and the foreman hastened to the house.
He came back in a very few minutes.
There were just twenty of the cowboys, and they were
called by name and paid off.
When· all had been paid Wild waved his hand in the direction of Short CJ.·eek and exclaimed:
"Walk! Make yom·selves scarce! Don't let me see you
.
around here again_!"
Muttering among themselves, the score of discharged cowboys walked off.
There was not . one of them who had enough money to
buy a horse, so they were in a rather bad way, as far as
\
getting anywhere was concerned.
"I feel a little sorry fo1· them,'1 said Wild, "but I am satisfied that the ranch will be a great deal better off without
them. Hoss, it seems to me that you have been allowing
that fellow, who leads them, to domineer over you. What
is the matter with you?" •
"Well, ter tell ther truth, I was a little afraid of Jerry,"
was the reply. "He -seemed ter have sich a pull with ther
boys that it s01·ter struck me that he could make 'em· all
ouit at once, an' then I would have been in a hole fur fair.
So I jest let him have his own way putty much. I'm sorry
·
I did now."
"So am I sorry, for I think it is on acco1mt of this that
we have been losing so many cattle from the range. But
just .wait! I'll cow the cowboys, who have got it in their
heads that they run things here. They have either got to
do as I want them or quit. If we can't get good, honest
workers het·e, we may as well shut up business. The ranch
has been going behind, as you know. I have sunk just ten
thousand dollars here in six months."
"Yes, I know, Wild," admitted the foreman.
"Say!" and our hero turned -to him sucldPnly. "Did a man
drive here while we were over to Short Creek and ask for
a .iob ?"
"Yes," was the reply. "He's over at ther wagon-shed
waitin' fur me. He said you sent him here."
"I did. Let's go over and see him."
•
The wa.e:on-shed was not very far awav
When they got there they found Jasper Down, the inventor, sitting on :oi. barrel looking as though he had not a
friend in the world.
"Hello, Mr. Down!" said Wild. "How do vou feel since
the quick trip you had over the prairie·?"
"I feel all broke up, Mr. West," was the reply, but the
man's face brightened, for all that.
He was glad to see Wild and his partners.
"Well, just forget about the flying machine. Here . is
Mr. Thompson, the foreman; he will put you at something,
I guess."·
"Good! I'm glad of that. He was talkin' with me when
sonre of your men called him fur somethin'. I'm willin'
ter work, you'll find."
"Well, we want a man ter mend up ther harness an'
sharpen up ther tools," said Hoss Thompson. "How· will
it d'o ter put him at that, Wild?"
"All right. Start him at the rate of sixty a month, and
if you find he earns more increase his pay."
The foreman took him off to start in at his duties about
the ranch and our friends went to the house.
· The girls wanted to know how Wild had made out with
the cowboys.
"We saw them all start off on foot," said Arietta. . "What
did you do, Wild, discharge them?"
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"Well, Miggs, you're what I call a lucky feller!" th~ leader
"Yes," was the reply. "The quicker we are rid of a gang
looking at the man. "Here, you've got a chance
let
declal'ed,
to
Hoss
going
am
I
be.
will
it
better
thel
that
like
little eicitement, while ther rest of us has got
a
have
ter
hire
some
to
afternoon
this
Paso
El
for
start
Thompson
ter wait here till "j'er git back. But never mind! We'll all
new men."
be over ter Root's some time this afternoon, an' then it
·won't take long fur us ter git ready ter pay Young Wild
West back with interest."
CHAPTER V.
A collection was then taken up and the money given t .o
to go to Short Creek aiid buy some kind of a horse.
Miggs
DID.
COWBOYS
WHAT THE
He was then to go right on to Root's and get back ·with
as possible.
The twenty cowboys were very bitter against Young Wild horses enough for them all as soonpace,
evidently making
The villain started off at a brisk
West when they walked away after receiving their disup his mind that the sooner he . got to the settlement the
.
charge.
For over a month they had been driving off cattle and better it would be.
It .zyas a pretty long walk, considering the ground he had
selling them to a herder named Root, who ran a small mnch
but he did not seem to
and sold lots more cattle than he ever raised or bought already covered that morning,
.
mind it.
from honest people.
In due time he came in sight of Short .Creek, and it was
It was quite natural that the cowboys would want to
he entered Greaser
get to Root's ranch, for in him they felt they had a fri end. with a long-drawn sigh ·of ·r elief that
the bar.
But fifteen miles was a long walk in such hot weather, Joe's bungalow and stoppedthebefore
proprietor. "Lemme have a
"If~llo, Joe!" he said to
and as the men were used to the saddle, and not walking,
drink of tanglefoot, with about a quart of water on ther
.
they did not like it.
They kept on, however, making as short a cut as they side. I'm nigh about roasted." " answered the keeper of
"Where's your horse, Miggs ?
could for Root's ranch.
quite well.
When five or six miles had been covered they suddenly the place, who knew all the gang of cowboys
·
"I ain't got none."
came upon the wreck of Jasper Down's. flying machine.
"Ain't got no horse?"
"Thunder!" ejaculated Jerry, as he got up close to the
"No. Young Wild West took our horses from us an' then
mixed-up mess of broken rods and torn silk, "what do yer
bounced ther whole gang."
call this, boys?"
"Is that so? That boy m'ust be a sundowner."
None of them had the least idea.
"He is. He took ther starch out of Jerry in great order
"Looks like as though that thing there might have been
square w!th
meant fur a sail," said one, pointing to a part of a wing. early this mornin'. But you kin bet we'll git
"Well, it does look as though it might belong to a boat. him."
The man swallowed the drink he had poured out and
Must have blown up from ther river in that squall we had."
One .of the easy-going ones started in to collecting parts t!en he seemed to be more at hisa ease.
cheap horse."
"Joe," said he, "I want ter buy
of the wreck and putting them up so they formed a sort
"Well, I reckon you ki'n be accommodate d," was the reply.
of tent.
me some
"I reckon I'm goin' ter take a little rest," he said, "an' . "Well, I've only got thirty dollars. Kin yer buy
sort of 11- nag fur that?"
ther sun ain't goin' ter brile out my brains, either."
"I reckon I kin."
"A good idea, Lew," nodded the leader, wiping the ner"Well, go ahead an' do it. I'm in a hurry."
sl)iration from his brow with a big bandana handkerchief .
"Wait till my man comes back, an' then I'll go out an'
"We kin all set down here a few minutes, an' then we kin
jest where
draw lots ter see who goes over ter Root's an' gits horses git yer a nag inside of ten · minutes. I know
go."
fur us. There ain't no need of all walkin' our wind out." terMiggs
bought another d1ink and sat down at a table.
This struck them all very favorable.
A few minutes later Joe's man came, and then he took
"Wouldn't it be cooler over in that little timber strip?"
'
spoke up the wise man of the gang, who bore the appella- the thirty dollars and went hout.
In about fifte_en minutes e came back, leading a bony
tion of Duster, pointing to the timber in questjon, which was
mustang by a halter.
less than a mile away.
'.'Hrre. -;;er are, Miggs!" he e:,relaimed. "I reckon this will
"It would, fur a fact!" retorted Trusty Jerry.
"
yei.
suit
of
some
take
ter
goin'
I'm
"Well, if we go over there
He looks, as. thoug?
. :'Yes, I reckon so," ~as the reply.
this here· stuff along," spoke up Lew.
t till I git
Lew and two or three of the rest gathered up some of he s about ready ter die, but so long ::tS he don
I want ter go I don't care."
the parts of the wrecked flying machine and statted off be- where
"Do yer think you'll be back here ag'in ?" as1<:ed the kecier
hind the rest.
.
the saloon.
of
were
When they 1·eached the cover of the trees the men
"I reckon so, Joe. Maybe afore to-morrer mornm'."
perspiring freely.
"Then I'll lend yer a saddle an' bridle."
"I reckon we'li go in camp right here" said Jerry. "This
A~ this offer was made it occurred to Miggs .that he cou~d
'
are good enough."
possibly have borrowed .a horse to answer his purpose if
They had brought all they owned with them.
it.
Some had their own lariats, and a few had an extra suit he had. only asked for
.
But it was too late now.
·
of clothes or hat.
He accepted the loan of the saddle and bndle and a few
But the majority of them owned nothing but what they
minutes later he was beaded for Root's ranch.
had on.
Notwithstand ing its looks, the mustanr was a pretty
shaded
When they had settled down comfortably in
.
over ~he ground rapidly.
spot the leader proceeded ·t o get ready to draw lots to see tough beast and got
It was past noon when M1ggs rode up to t~e ranch, which,
which two were to go over to Root's ranch.
small ~ffa1r.
They all seemed to be willing ti} take their chances.on it. as has been stated, was a . rather
The house w:1s .a one-story structm~ with ):>ut .three room~,
But just then Jerry got out a pack of cards to settle ,it.
cond1"Boys," sl\id he, "there's· jest fifty-two cards in this deck. a_nd the outbmldmgs were few and m a d1lap1dated
t1on.
gits
what
man
ther
an'
clubs,
of
deuce
one
only
There's
A corral, however, was the biggest feature of the place,
that card when I deals 'em around has got ter go an' buy
·
this .was well filled ,vith cattle.
and
Root's."
fur
out
light
an'
ther horse
a
enjoying
tree
a
of
shade
the1
under
Root
found
Miggs
them
of
several
from
came
Jerry!"
deal,
an'
"Go ahead
drink he ll.ad concocted of mill<: and whisky and which he
at once.
in an earthen pot.
had
them
put
Jerry
thoroughly
them
After he had shuffled
Root was qne of the sort who enjoyed life in his own
,
down to be cut.
Lew obliged, and then he dealt them around one card at wav. no matter what happened toheothers.
saw Mij?'gs ride up.
"HP.Jlo!" he called out when
a time.
H knew the villa~n was one of Trusty Jerry's men, but
"Ther feller what gits ther deuce of clubs must sing out,"
he did not know his name.
he said.
"T{dln !" :oinR'\'<.· ered MigP.."s, <lismonnting. "I've come over
He ha d not g-one aroul"'rl once when one of the men ac"" 'r<'"'hnt 1--··~·--~~~ l'-'1'1:. R"0t."
knnw k "1g~r! ~b -.t lw l1nd t), e c:>rrl
Miggs told him just what had happened,
He sh.owed it and then the dealing ceased.
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"Me makee to-day," went on Hop, holding the box up so
every one could see it.
There was an end piece of wood fastened to the box and
it was strung up to make it a sort of fiddle.
The peon ceased playing instantly.
· Hop tuned up a little and then began picking a Chinese
tune on the strings.
"No soundee goodee without me an' my blother singee,"
he said, when he had rattled off a couple of bars.
"All right; sing, then."
Wing nodded in a satisfied manner, and then they both
began to sing.
"That's ther limit!" cried .Cheyenne Charlie, springing to
his feet and drawing his revolver. "Hold that infernal machine up, Hop!"
Hop looked frightened, but ceased his singing instantly
and obeyed.
Crack! Crack!
The scout fired two shots, both hitting the cigar-box:.
Hop dro-pped it and started to run.
"Here, you heathen, come back here!" roared the scout.
"That's right!" chimed in our hero. "Just give what is
left of those strings· to the Mexican."
"Me no takee stlings, but me givee to gleaser," said the
celestial. "Me no stealee nothing."
He picked up the box, and, pulling off the strings, handed
them to the peon.
"Allee samee your stlings, but me buy in Flisco," he said.
"You a-steala my strings!" was the reply, while the peo~
bristled up angrily. ·
"You tellee muchee lie!"
CHAPTER VI.
"M·e a-no lie!"
"You lie allee samee Digger Injun!"
A LITTLE MAGIC.
"Me slap a-you face!"
"Gleaser no know how to fightee; me fightee allee samee
The balance of the day was spent rather quietly at
Melican man!"
Buckhorn Ranch.
With that Hop hit him a resounding smack on the cheek
Wild and his partners remained with the girls along the
about him in a fighting attitude.
river bank bE!neath the shade of the drooping palms and and then began dancing
"CarambaP' hissed the peon, grabbing for the knife that
listened to a ·lazy peon strumming on a guitar.
killa a-you!"
It was along toward the latter part of the afternoon that was always in his belt; "me
"Hold on!" interoosed Wild. springing forward and catchthe two Chinamen, who had come with them to the ranch
inrr the fellow by the arm. "That is not the way Chinamen
,
as servants, appeared on the scene.
at him with your hands."
They were brothers, and bore the names of Wing Wah and fight. You must go he
held a twist and easily made him
He gave the arm
Hon Wah.
While they were faithful fellows and good servants, one drop the weapon.
Then he picked it up and thrust it in his own belt.
of them was a rather slick fellow when it came to playing
Juan looked at him in silence for a moment and then .he
tricks and lying out of it.
This was Hop. ,He was the greatest Chinaman ever seen made a leap for Hop.
But the nimble Chinaman got out of his way.
in the West, for he was what might be called a magician,
.
Wing stood by looking on innocently.
and when it came to gambling there was no limit to him.
The peon evidently thought it made little difference which
But Young Wild West kept him down pretty well.
Our friends really enjoyed the music of the guitar, and Chinaman got a whipping, so he made for him.
He had better luck in this attempt.
they were · listening to a pleasing air when,. the two celesHe grabbed poor Wing and threw him down in a hurry.
tials strolled down to the rive,r bank.
Then he began pummeling him for all he was wor th.
There was a smile on the face of Wing, but his brother's
But Hop was not going to see his brother treated that
coiktenance was almost expressionless, so innocent was his
wa'y for nothing.
I
look
He very quickly sprang to his rescue.
When he looked that way he was generally· up to someThe next minute the three of them were rolling over on
thing.
They took seats near the Mexican and watched his fingers the ground.
The spot was not more than ten feet from the river bank, •
as they picked the catgut strings of the instrument lie was
and as there was a slope right there, the first thing our
playing.
friends knew the peon and Chinamen were rolling for the
"Putty nicee music," ventm;ed Hop.
water.
"Velly finee," retorted his brother.
Wild was in the act of rushing forward to grab them
"What do you yaller galoots know about music?" spoke up
,
Cheyenne Char,lie, who never seemed to think much of a when Charlie caught him by the arm.
"Let 'em git a bath," he said. "It will do 'em good."
Chinaman.
Wild caught onto the humor of the thing and let them go.
"Me muchee judge of music in China," answered Hop, still
Hittfng, biting and kicking at each other and not doing
looking as though he had never done anything like thinking
enough damage to ki!J a mosquito, the three belligerents
in his life.
"There couldn't be a judge of music in China," said the went rolling down the bank.
Splash!
scout, shaking his head.
Into the water they went.
"Oh, yes, Misler Charlie," put in Wing.
That put an encl to the fight instantly.
"No, there couldn't. There ain't no music there, so how
It was not over their heads, and as soon as they could get
could there be a judge of it? Chinese don't pay music."
.
"Me play music now," o]:.iserved Hop, and then he smiled upon their feet they hastened to get out.
"Me no care," said Hop; "me wan tee takee bath; me do
blandly.
"The cat is coming out of the bag," said Wild, smiling it allee samee on purpose."
"Go and get dry clothing on, all of you!" commanded Wild.
at the girls. "I knew there was something new on hand.
"Hop, you come pack and do some magic for us, and by that
•
Ah!"
Hop produced a . cigar-box from beneath the folds of the time supper will be ready, I guess."
Juan picked up his guitar and slunk off before the Chinadark blue cotton gown he wore, and the moment the eyes
of our friends fell upon it they saw that it surely was some men got started.
But they went, just the same.
··
sort af a musical instrument.

"You-::p; Wild V/est, ther owner of Buckhorn Ranch, has
a~Tove, has he?" Root observed, as he got up and filled his
J,ipe in a t.houghtful manner. "Well, he must be a putty
gocd one t cr call Trusty Jerry like that~ So Jerry wants
ter come h2;·e ,l'ith his gang, does he? Well, I reckon I
ajn't ther one ter refuse .• An' he wants me ter send over
hors.es fur him an' his men, hey? Well, I reckon I'll jest
do that. This here Young Wild We$t may be a rip-roarer
art' all frat. but he'd better not bother with me. If he
do:::s, he'll 'git his comb cut in short order!"
"Oh, he'll g-it his medicine, all right," declared Miggs.
· "Jerry ain't ther one ter let anything like that go by, yer
know."
"1Vell, I reckon yer kin have all ther grub yer want ter,"
was the reply. "Come to ther house."
The rascally cowboy followed him, and a few minutes later
he had appeased his appetite.
Then he mounted one of the best horses in the bunch and
•
staYted off, leading the rest.
He reached the temporary quarters of the gang m due
time. and, much elated, they mounted and set out for Root's
ranch.
"We've been fired from Buckhorn Ranch, so now we'll
show Young Wild West jest ther sort of stuff we're made
of! If he don't · wish he'd never s_e en me an' my gang
afore he's many ,fays older, my name ain't1. Trusty Jerry!"
~xclaimed the leader.
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"I'll help you . do this trick, Hop," he said. stepping over.
the
had
me have the bottle and your handkerch ief."
one
"Let
no
which
fan,
big
He brought ', with him a
Won<leringly, the Chinaman gave them to him.
least idea he possessed.
Wild stood the bottle on the ground and covered it with
But it was plainly an Oriental fan, so they took it for
handkerch ief.
tlw
him.
granted that it belonged to
"Now you all know that a bottle of whisky is under that
"Putty warm, allee samee tea garden in um China," said
handkerch ief," he said.
the celestial, with a smile that was child-like and bland.
1
"Yes!" came the answer from al! hands.
Hop kept fanning himself and took a seat under a tree
as a flash our her(
quick
and
isn't!"
there
now
"Well,
it.
that had a small clump of bushes near
with a bullet.
"Me showee nicee magic trick," he said, placing the fan fired and smashed the bottle
on the ground. , "Evelybod y watchee fan."
Everybod y did, as a matter of course.
But they were not permitted to watch it long, for he
CHAPTE R VII.
took a big yellow handkerch ief and spread over it.
"Now me takee fan flom undee handkerch ief without
THE PRAIRIE FIRE.
touchee," he said.
1
from every one exce::;>t Hop when the,
laugh
a
was
There
ventured.
Charlie
heathen,"
yaller
"Let's see you do it, you
the bullet from our hero's revolver.
by
smashed
was
bottle
ief
handkerch
touchee
e
"Me no touchee fan, but me have_
surprised.
certainly
was
Chinaman
The
the
from
together
it
this way," ~nd he began PY working
He had wondered why it was that Wild told the ranch
ends.
to get the whisky, and now he knew.
In about a minute he had the handkerc hief in a ball in foreman putty
goodee tlicl,:," he said, with a sickly smile.
"Tirnt
our
of
eyes
very
the
his hands, the fan disappear ing before
was, you yaller galoot!" exclaimed Cheyenne
it
reckon
''I
friends.
"It's a shame that all that good liquor went to
"Fan allee samee gone!" said Hop, walking about among Charlie.
waste, ain't itl?"
them and shaking the handkerch ief.
Hop nodded.
· It was really quite a trick, and they were much pleased
But he did not want them to know that he was gi;ieving
wjth it.
Charlie alway:; was puzzled when the Chinaman did any- over it.
"Whisky no goodee," he said. "Me no likee."
thing like that.
Pretty soon the bell rang "for supper and all hands went
He, was never satisfied until he knew how the trick was
to the house.
done.
Hoss Thompson had sent to El Pa:so to get more cowboys
"Where's ther blam'ed old fan now?" he asked.
the ranch, and till they came those who were
"Me no know, unless you gottee," answered Hop, smiling to wo1·k on
employed there would have to put in extra .time.
and looking at him innocently .
Wild and his partners meant to take ' a hand in it the
"Well, I know I ain't got it."
morning, and when they heard them talking about it
next
very
been
had
Hop
that
scout
the
to
occur
It did not
were eager to join them and give what help they
girls
the
handthe
out
shaking
around
walked
close to him when he
could.
kerchief.
There were two scattered herds to be 1·ounded up, and
"I findee out where um fan is," and with that Hop held
thought they could be attended to with a few men,
Wild
string
a
muttered
and
eyes
the handkerc hief close to his
job finished in a day.
the
and
take
to
horse
timid
a
of Chinese that would have caused
"I'll show you how I used to do the business, Hoss," he
fright and iun away.
to the foreman. "There is only one way to get at it,
"You gottee fan!" he said, suddenly pointing at Charlie. said
is to get in and work for all you are worth. Lagthat
and
"You takee when nobody lookee."
loafing, like the fellows we discharge d have been
and
ging
clothing.
The scout started to feel over his
of doing, won't go."
habit
the
in
was
that
He gave a start as he came upon something
"I know it," was t:\1e reply. "It wants hustlin' all ther
sticking about an inch from his pocket.
time, an' you're· jest ther feller ter do it."
Then he proceeded to pull it out.
up bright an<l early.
The next morning our friends were
Much to his surprise, he produced the fan as large as it
they made ready to start
As soon as breakfast was over cattle
together.
the
get
and
prairie
the
over
out
handkerhad been when Hop had covered it with the yell6w
grounds, fnd
chief!
grazing
the
to
ride
ten-mile
good
a
was
It
"Great trimlets!" he cried, and then he fanned himself that was why they wanted to get an early start.
"
scattered
were
cattle
the
that
likely
than
more
was
It
ft:t i?,Qked around at his friends. "Wh:jtt do you think of
over a territory that was fully ten miles square. if it beArietta had a lariat, and she intended to use it
"Pretty good ~rick," answered Wild. "Let's se,e the fan,
necessary .
came
Charlie."
while it became necessary to lasso an obstinate
It was _handed ?Ver to him, and, afte~· examinin g it for 1 Once in ashe
was right in clov_e r when she got a chance
and
steer,
together.
1t
pus~
to
pro<:eeded
Wild
half a mi1:,ute,.
.
like that.
anything
do
to
very
ed
consti:uct
bemg
and,
s~ctions,
hmged
m
. It was
they" would be content to help by
said
Eloise
and
Anna
end
the
leavmg
heap,
small
very
a
_m
together
lightly, went
. 1·iding along and helping in the herding.
.
,
of the handle _protrudm g.
"It is putty warm ag'in this mornin'," observed Hoss
said
now,"
t~-i~}c
the
through
se1;
''.Well, ~' thmk I can
, when they had covered nearly the distance to
Thompson
.
it.
do
could
I
believe
But I hardly
Arietta.
expected to take up the work of rounding up
they
where
m
down
come
had
foreman,
ranch_
the
Hoss Thompson ,
herd. "I reclwn it would be a good idea ter
scattered
the
·
trick.
time to see the last of the
Packer's cabin an' git a good ,drink of cool
Tom
at
stop
"That's what I calls great!" he declared.
a fine spring right in his cellar."
got
He's
water.
with
bottle
havee
"Me do somet'ing muchee greater if me
"That is the place I heard about when I boug-ht the
um whisky in," said Hop hmocently .
said Wild. "Packer had settle.cl there,
"Get him a bottle of whisky and we'll see what he will ranch, I believe,"
the ranch previous allowed him to stay
owned
who
those
and
do with it," said Wild.
by hunting and farming a little,
living
a
makes
He
there.
hands.
all
but
This surprised not only the Chinaman ,
he?"
doesn't
came
But Thompso n hastened away, and in a few minutes
"Yes," answered the foreman. "He's got a mighty putty
back with a bottle that was nearly full of whisky.
an' a little girl an' a baby. I can't see why it is that
wife
his
an'
Jerry
"I took this from ther auarters where Trusty
ter live way out on ther prairie where there ain't
wants
he
gang slept," he said, looking at Wild.
in siJht but rollin' grass an' cattle, with now an'
"Oh, I thought perhaps you'd got to keeping tanglefoo t nothin' few
cowboys ter come along, yellin' ter scare ther
then a
on the ranch."
a _pe~uliar man, but his wife seems satis"Oh, no! It's ag'in your orders, an' I always does what baby. Pa~ker is 1nm.
•
,,
.
ter
s_tick
ter
fled
1
to."
I'm told
"That 1s the way a wife should ·, do, sp~k~ ,up Anet~a;
Wild was satisfied with the explanatio n.
"But he's got a chance ter m,ake a bett.e r hvm by ~orkm
He knew the Chinaman was working a scheme to approa _ranch, so~ew~1ere. . Theres lots of m~rt woi:ld llk~, ter
o~
to
intend
not
did
he
but
use,
own
his
to
whisky
priate the
git him an his wife ter take charge fur em, I 11 bet!
allow him to do so.

In a remarkab ly quick space of time Hop was back.

!.O
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straight for
The girls were interested, especially when th~y heard that fire had been cut oft' and were heading almost
.
the cabin.
there was a baby at the settler's cabin.
"Et, those people in the cabin have got to be saved," he
In a few minutes they came in sight of the lone cabin
said, clenching his teeth resolutely.
and then they headed straight for it. '
"That's right, Wild," was the reply.
As they rode up a man came out, followed by a little
"Come on! Let's see how quick. we can get to them."
girl who had a baby in her arms.
Away · they dashed over the prairie, beating the fire quite
"Mornin', Tom!" called out Thompson. "We thought we'd
easily for the time.
stop an' have a ~rink of that spring water you've got."
But they could see that it was spreading, and if they
"Sa1·tin, Hoss," was the reply. "I'm glad you come along,
surely be cut off from
an' that you've got wimmen folks with yer. My wife took kept on toward the cabin they would
sick last night an' I can't tell what's ther matter with all chance of escaping at either side.trust to the speed of
They must go straight ahead and
her. It might be that they kin do somethin' fur her."
·
All hands dismounted and the girls went inside the cabin. their horses to carry them safely through.
Arietta's horse was a very speedy one, but he was no
They found a comely-looking woman of thirty sitting in a
I
match for Spitfire.
rocker, very pale.
It was necessary for Wild to hold the sorrel in check
She brightened up wonderfully the moment she saw those
to keep beside his sweetheart.
of her own sex come in.
But they were bearing down rapidly upon the cabin now.
· Arietta was one of the sort to go right ahead and do all
They could see the man and his wife and children at
she could to help any one in distress.
She soon found that it was nothing serious that ailed the door, and though they were not close enough to see the
the woman, and promptly made her a cup of tea, while expressions of their faces, they knew that they were in a
Anna and Eloise busied themselves about the room and got frenzy of fear.
By the wind changing so suddenly the fire had formed
things in shape.
that it was bearing right
"How about it, Et?" asked Wild. "ls the woman very a semi-circle, and it so happened from
its central point.
building
log
lone
the
upon
down
sick?"
up in the ti.re,"
burned
be
to
deserve
scoundrels
"Those
chill
a
had
"She
reply.
the
was
so,"
think
"No, I hardly
trying to
vainly
'cowboys
the
noticed
he
as
hero,
our
said
doubt
no
will
she
quinine
some
with
and
last night, she says,
fire.
of
line
long
the
of
out
get
Wild.
though,
here,
out
live
to
ought
not
had.
recover. She
Why can't you arrange it so they can live at Buckhorn · Two minutes later our two friends dashed up to the
Ranch? Her husband looks as though he might be a smart cabin.
"Oh, oh!" exclaimed the sick woman. "Save 11s!"
man, and he would be valuable to the ranch, most likely."
"We are going to try to," answered Young Wild West
.
"Well, I will talk to him about it"
As the sick woman llad taken the medicine that was neces- calmly.
Wild was now watching the approaching cowboys.
sary, the girls could not do anything more for her, so they
There were just six of them.
turned their attention to the children.
"You haven't got a horse, eh?" he asked Tom Packer.
They all fondled the baby and had a very pleasant half
"No," was the reply. "I lost my horse last week, and
hour at the cabin.
yet."
Then it was time to proceed on the business they had I haven't got onewill
get a horse for you. Does your wife
"All right. We
come out on the prairie to attend to.
The girls promised that they would come around again ride?"
"Yes."
before they returned to the ranch, and then they rode oft'.
"Well, we must have one for her, then. I will take the
In a little while they came in sight of the stragglers of
little gir on with me. But we've got a little time yet.
the herd.
Then they could see them scattered over the prafrie for Get the few trinkets you want to take away with you, for
your home is doomed."
a long distance.
Both Wild and Arietta dismounted now.
"Boys, I guess we'll divide ourselves in pairs, as near as
Arietta assisted the sick woman all she could, but the
• we can, and take different directions."
It was quite natural that he should choose Arietta as his poor woman was so nervous and frightened that she scarcely
knew what she was doing.
partner.
The co\\·boys must have forgot everything else in their
They took a course off to the right and the rest went in
.
effort to ~et to the hut.
different directions.
It seemed as though they were looking for shelter there.
In a few minutes Charlie and the rest were mere specks
•
Up they came and halted.
·
on the rnlling sea of grass.
"You are a fine lot!" exclaimed Young Wild West, as
•· Wild and Arietta got around the last of the stragglers
that wer e oft' in that direction and had started them off in he recognized them as belonging to the gang he had disthe right direction when they suddenly noticed half a dozen charged the day before. "I promise you _that you will suffer
for settirig the grass o~ fire!"
cowboys.
a lie! ·we didn't set ther grass afire!" answered one
They were. riding along about half a mile from them, of "It's
them. "We seen it was afire afore an' we tried ter put
and as they halted to have a look at them the men suddenly it out,
but we <'ouldn't."
,
stopped their horses and dismounted.
They made a move to leave and continue their flight,
1
Th_ey_ noticed that they stoop.ed down in various places, evidently
thinking that there was no chance for them there.
, 11mntno- a,long on :&oot. •
"Stop, you miserable cowards!" cried Wild, in ringingThe \ext minute Wild and his sweetheart saw what the tones,
as the cowboys in a frenzy started to ride away from
· villains were up to. .
the approaching flames. "The sick woman and her children
They were firing the dry prairie grass!
fly!"
"The scoundrels!" exclaimed the young deadshot. "The must be saved. Halt, or lead will
Arietta held the baby.
wind is righj; this way. Et, they mean to burn us up and
The little girl was clinging to her skirt, while the sick
·
stampede all the cattle."
"Oh, Wild!" cried Arietta. "I did not' think that such woman was being supported by her husband.
"What do yer want us ter do?" asked one of the ' vilscoundrels were around these parts."
"Well, I can't recognize them from this distance, but lai,ns, as they obeyed the command to halt.
"I want two of you to give up your horses, and I want
I'd be willing to bet that they are Trusty Jerry's men.
you to do it quickly," was the calm rejoinder.
Ah! Hello! The wind is changing!"
"An' stay here an' be burned up?"
This was true.
There had been a pretty stiff breeze blowing from the · "It matters not to me what happens to you. Two of you
south, but as if by magic it had veered around to the east get off your horses and fetch them here! Do as I say, or
and it was now. forci~g the long lit:1,e of :firt 1irectly _toward you will drop dead! I mean what I say, and I never ir..iss
the settler's cabm, which could be dimly seen m the distance. when I fire!"
There was no mistaking the meaning of the boy.
The weather had been very dry for several days, and
The leveled revolver and the tone of his voice told them
this made the grass ignite readily.
that he meant business.
Soon it was a mass of flame and rolling smoke.
Two of them quickly dismounted and turned their horses
Young Wild West cast a look toward the cabin and saw
'
over to him.
that it was doomed unless the wind changed again.
Then they got on behind two of the others and rode off.
He noticed, too, that the cowboys who had started the
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,
"The woods!"'
She was riding almost parallel with the line of flame
now, and she was forced to change her course a little.
Strange to say, the baby was as still as a ,mouse.
It _<;ould n<2,t last much longer one way or the other.
With the crackling flames fairly scorching her, Arietta
reached the woods.
The temp~rature was cooler right away.
The girl felt that she was safe for the present, anyway.
It wo:uld ta½:e some time for the fire to eat its way through
the sti:i-p, which was fully half a mile in width.
But it behooved her to get through as quickly as possible
and get out of the path of the flames.
She allowed the hors.e to pick his way through the woods.
When nearly through. she came upon a stream of water.
The horse made for it and drank eagerly.
. But there :Vas not time to let him drink his fill, so the
CHAPTER VIII.
girl forced him . to cross, and then off she went again.'
She was workmg out of the path of the prairie fire now
ARIETTA IS MADE A PRISONER.
'
as she could tell by the decrease in the roar.
Just as Arietta made up her mind that she was saved
It was going to be a long and hot ride for Young Wild
from all danger of being burned to death by the prairie
West and his companions.
The breeze began to freshen and higher rolled the line of fire _she came upon the six cowboys who had caused the fire.
Like her, they had reached a point that was out of the
'
. ,
flame.
"She's comin' fur us, Young Wild West!" exclaimed Tom path of the flames, and they had come to a halt.
They were drinking from the brook, as well as their
Packer.
"That's right," was the reply. "I was in hopes that the horses, when the girl came upon them.
wind would die down instead of. freshening. But we can . Owing to th~ thick: undergrowth that happened to be
make it, I guess. If all the horses were only as good as nght there, Anetta did not, see the!n until she •was right
upon them.
mine everything would be all right."
"Scoundrels!" she exclaimed angrily, when she djp see
But 1in spite of our hero's predictions and hopes, the
them. "You will pay for this!"
fire was spreading farther and gaining on them.
The leader .of the six was the man called Duster.
The smoke was over their heads now and the heat was
becoming almost unbearable.
It was at his suggestion that the prairie gra::s was set on
Arietta was riding in the rear with the baby tightly fire, for he had r.ecognized Young Wild West in the party
claspe_d to her breast.
and it had occurred to him that it was a good chance to
She was ' not going as fast as she could, and could pull get square on the young ranch owner.
up with the rest ·-in a second or two.
But the shifting of the wind had put the villains in
The girl fully realized the danger that threatened them. danger, and they had been forced to flee.
She kept looking for . some chance to beat the flames of
What happened when they got to the cabin did not tend
their prey.
to make them have any more love .for Young Wild West.
And now when they saw the girl who had been with the
She noticed that the villainous cowboys were making off
to the right, and when she looked in that direction she saw dashing boy when he forced them to give up two of. their
horses, they became suddenly elated.
that there was a strip of timber there.
They were g-oing to get the timber between them and
"Git down off that horse, gal!" cried :Duster, covering
the fire, and the respite that would give them would en- Arietta with his shooter. "I want that nag. You jest do
able them to get out of danger.
as I tell yer, because I'm a desperate man, an' I wouldn't
hesitate a minute ter shoot yer!"
It was quite likely that there was water there, too.
"Well, go ahead and shoot!" was the defiant retort as
Arietta was just going to urge her horse forward so she
could tell Wild what the cowboys were up to, when the the girl dropped the bridle-rein and slid her hand to' the·
bosom of her dress.
animal stumbled and threw her over its head!
She always carried a small six-shooter there, and though
Arietta would never have fallen in that way if she had
she had one hr her belt, she thought she could draw the
not been encumbered with the infant.
As it was, she landed on her feet and pitched forward, concealed one the easiest.
"Git down off that horse, I say!" roared the cowboy.
, catching herself by one hand.
.
"I won't!"
In this ·way she saved the child from being hurt.
"Jest catch hold of her an' throw her heels over head
The brave girl was on her feet and running for her
off, boy.s!" said Duster.
horse almost instantly.
Two of the men started to obey.
Luckily for her, she caught the steed.
Then the little six-shooter suddenly flashed in Arietta's
Many horses would have gone on as soon as they regained
hand.
their feet.
The roaring fire was quite -enough to madden them.
"The . first man who touches me will die!" sbe e~claimed. '
But Arietta had trained hers pretty well.
One of the cowboys made an attempt to knock the weapon
One word from her and the animal halted.
from her hand.
Duri,ng the brief time Arietta was off the horse the wind
He failed to do so.
·
lulled a little.
Crack!
Down came a cloud of smoke between her and her comArietta ,shot him as she would have a snake.
,
panions.
The villain 1·olled over and died without a groan.
"I am g~ing to go on about my business, you scoundrels!"
She could see nothing now, but the roaring of the flames
she cried, swinging her revolver around before the faces of
•
told her where the greatest danger lie.
"There is only one chance now," thought the b1·ave girl. the men. "You will suffer for what you have done to-day!"
Duster was as nervy as he was sµgge stive.
"I will make for the timber!"
With a quick movement he leaped forward and struck
Just then the smoke lifted a little in that direction and
she saw the trees plainly with the cowboys just entering the weapon from her hand before she could fire again.
Arietta really thought she had cowed the sc9undrels, and
the strip.
She urged her horse forward, almost running in the teeth that was why she was caught napping.
The very instant the weapon fell from her hand o)le of
of the flames.
But she was doing the proper thing, for she could not the other villains seized the horse by the head.
But Arietta was not done yet.
have beaten the fire by going straight ahead.
She seized the revolver that was in her belt and pulled
The delay caused by her being thrown had made that imit out to shoot.
possible.
Duster was watching her too close, however, and before
• She could hear the cries of Wild and the rest above the
roaring of the ttre, and in as loud a voice as she could she she could get the weapon on a line with any of them he
.. eized it and wrenched it from her hand.
.answered:

Wild worked quickly and got the woman on the. back of
a horse.
"Ride on!" he exclaimed, and she did so.
Then he got upon the back of tlie sorrel and the little
.
girl was handed up to him.
Tom Packer took the baby, while Arietta mounted and
then gave it to her, because she insisted on taking charge
of it.
Then he got upon the back of the other horse and the
race for life began.
Wild looked back and saw that the flames were dangerously close.
"We will win out if it does not blow any harder!" he
cried,
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The villain got it in his head that he was in love with
Then she was grabbed from behind and pulled rou_ghly
the pretty girl he had captured.
from the horse.
It has often been said that when a man falls in love he
At this juncture the baby began to scream.
mossthe
all caution and forgets everything else until the worst
on
it
loses
tossed
and
grasp
her
from
it
e
tor
Duste1·
stages are over.
covel'ed bank of the brook.
Jt was so with Duster.
' "Boys, " said he, "I reckpn I'll take ther gal with us.
· He had lost his so-called wisdom temporarily .
J est hand her up here!"
He had removed his hand from the girl's mouth the moHe got upon Arietta's horse in a twinkling and then
ment he was satisfied that her friends could no longer hear
she was fo rced to allow herself to be handed up to him.
any cries she might make.
But she was not going to give ·in ;without a fight.
And she had not attempted to cry out, either.
Already she had shot one of the six villains and she
She was watching everything that was going on, and when
would have shot the whole lot of them if she c~uld have
had the chance.
she found they were heading away from the burning CiJ,bin,
she said:
"Jest tie her hands, one of you," said Duster.
I
"Where are you taking me to?"
"I wouldn't bother about takin' her" said the man who
"Never mind," was the retort. "I'll see to it that you
obC\yci:1. "Sh e'll only git us in trouble.'"
"Well, that's all right. I've jest takin' a strong likin' to ain't hurt, even if you did kill one of our men."
her, _::in' I must take her with us, that's all!"
W1th lier arms bound to her sides the girl was now helpless.
CHAPTER IX.
The onlv thinv: she could do was to call for help, and
ARIETTA AT ROOT'S RANCH.
this she did Iustil y.
But as they rode· away from the spot Duster clapped a
Arietta did not grbw frightened when the villain anhand over her mouth and shut her cries short.
One of the cowboys who had been riding with Duster swered, her that way.
"You had better take me to Buckhorn Ranch," she said.
before nnw took his horse.
if' you want a chance to save yourself, get off my horse
"Or,
a
had
double,
riding
b~en
had
who
f_ellow,
other
The
me ride back alone."
let
and
number
their
of
one
smce
too,
now,
himself
to
all
steed
"Never mind, now!" was the retort. "I've gone to ther
.
had stepped out.
trouble to take yer a prisoner, an' I don't intend ter let yer
. With Du~ter in the lead, the five villains made off sweep- go."
had
g;ass
mg arom,c] in a circle .to reach the ground the
"All right. Do as you see fit about it. But I want you
been . bu m ed from as tJ:iey left the woods.
understand that I am not worrying much. I will get out
to
Anrtta could tell what they were up to.
this all right, and you will get all the punishmen t that
of
of
She knew she was between her friends and the line
,
to you, you can bet!"
coming
is
fi:re now, and that made a small chance of her being saved
my mind" any.
alter
don't
that
But
will.
I
maybe
"Well,
nght away.
I've sot my mind on what I'm goin' ter do, an' I'm goin'
Bu~ never once did she lose heart.
do it."
ter
Anetta was not that sort of girl.They soon got past the burned district and then· made
She ha d been through so many dangers and had always straight for Root's.
come out all right that she took it for granted that she
It was not more than ten miles from the cabin, anyway,
was coming out of this one.
and at a good gait the horses kept up, the cowboys riding
the
struck
soon·
and
headway
rapid
The villains made
,
along in . silence.
charre-d prairie.·
In this way they kept on until finally they arrived at the
and
part
most
the
for
·thin,
The grass had been light and
little ranch owned and run by Root.
that m_ade it so there were but very few hot ashes to be
The rest of the cowboys were there.
.
met with.
,T hey were gathered with Root under the same t ree l\:Iiggs
to
idea
g-ood
a
be
, It occurred to Duster that it would
had found him the day before.
makf'. for the c11bin ·'that seemed to be doomed when they
And they were drinking milk and whisky, too!
left it.
Trusty Jerry and Root were the warmest of friends ·now.
to
place
good
a
If it had J1ot burned down it would be
They had sent out the six cowboys to try and run off
hide for _a while.
of the cattle that belonged to Buckhorn Ranch.
some
That is what he thought, but just what he wanted· to
When they saw but five horses returning, and none of
hide for is not known.
them with a double burden, they were not a little surprised.
One would have thought that he would be apt to want
But when they saw that there was a female on t',e horse
to get away.
' carried two they could not understand what could
that
·
But it is possible that the villain did not want to take be up.
·
.
the girl to Root's ranch.
cal1ed out J er.ry. "What in thunDuster!"
there,
"Hello,
They were not long in coming in sight of the cabin.
.
de1· have you got there?"
It was in flames-nea rly burned to the ground, in fact.
"Young· Wild West's gal," was the reply, as he brought
Duster.
exclaimed
bad!"
"111airs too
Arietta's horse to a halt.
"Wh v is it?" asked one of the' men.
"Wlrnt have you been <loin', anyhow?" cried Root, jumpgoin'
was
I
fire
caught
hadn't
cabin
"Well, :i,f that blamed
'
ing to his feet.
while."
a
fur
there
gal
ter hi<;ie ther
''Well, we seen a chance ter try an' clean out Young Wild
"That wouldn't have been a ·very good thing to do ' would West an' his gang an' we tried it."
.·
.
•
it?"
.
"Did you clean 'em out?"
''.Yes, it would."
"I don't exactly know. We sot ther grass on fire an'
"Wouldn't- Young Wild West be apt to come baclc here give 'em a chase fur their lives'. This here gal was with
,
the:i: first thing after ther fire was out?"
'em, an' she g-ot behind an' took ther same course we did,
He'd think ther blamed cabin burned down, so we collared her an' brought her with us."
' 1What fur?
most likely, so what would he come back ter look at it fur?"
"Thunder! What a putty gal! I reckon she'll make a
good mistres s, fur my ranch! Jest what I've been lookin'
"That's so," and the man shut up.
Duster was called the wise man of the gang, so what fur!"
.
The villainous ranchman would never have talked that
was th~ ,use o:fl arguing with •him?
There was nothing left for the villains to do now but way if he had been sober.
He knew in his heart that such a thing would not be
to turn and make .for Root's ranch.
Duster thought it over and decided that he would take tolerated in that part of the country.
.
But he wanted to make out to the cowboys that he was
the girl there, anyhow.
who could do about as he pleased, and he
If Jerry or Root were opposed to 'it he would let her go. one of the sortright
then and there that he wanted the girl.
B.ut he did not hardly think they would be opposed to Jet them know
This did not suit Duster, of course.
having her there.
And it hardly struck Trusty Jerry right, ~ither.
Both were villains, as he well knew, and both probably
The latter felt that he was the leader of the cowboys
girl.
g
good-lookin
a
for
eye
had an
had been discharged from Buckhorn Ranch,, and he,
who
'
already.
jealous
feel
to
be2"an
Duster
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concluded that he should have the first say about such
things.
· He stepped. up authoritatively and asked Duster to .tell
just what bad happened.
Duster did so, relating it straight from start to finish.
"It was a putty good scheme," he said. "But since you've
gone an' made a prisoner of ther gal I'll have ter sit do·wn
an' think a while as ter what's ter be done with her. Young
Wild West will be hot on your trail afore long, an' he'll
most likely hear that we're here. Then I reckon we'll all
be sot down as outlaws. All of yer knows what'll be apt
ter happen then."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Root. "I reckon you're beginnin'
ter git a little squeamish, Jerry. You jest leave this thing
ter me. I ain't got no one on ther ranch ter run things
but a nigger woman, an' this gal will jest come in handy
.ter boss ther wench-see ? "
But Jerry did not see it that way.
He rather wanted Arietta himself, but when he found
there would be no chance of his getting her he decided
that the best thing to do would be to let h<'r go.
"Do yer want a little advice from me, Root?" he asked.
"Yes; go ahead an' let's hear what your advice is."
"Let ther gal go."
"What!"
"That is my advice."
"A f•er ther wise man of your gang has brought her
here?"
"Yes. Duster oughter had hetter sense than ter bring
h0r here. She'll git us in trouble as sure as yer live! It's
all right ter work our other husiness, but when it comes ter
capturin' gals I drnw ther line."
Arif,tta looked at Jerry as he said this, and concluded
that there was some good in him yet.
"Stealin' his sweethea:·t ain't gittin' revenl!e on Youn!;
Wild West, Duster," went on the leader, waxin!!' eloquent.
"This ·will be ther means of puttin' Young Wild West on
our track. an' you have seen jest enough of him ter imagine
wJu1t will happen."
"E'very man belonging to the band of discharged cowboys nodded at this but Duster.
They were a unit in favor of what their leader said.
·'See here!" said Duster. "There's no one got ter suffer
-if there is any sufferin' ter be done fur this-but !Ile· I'll
take ther gal an' ther responsibility."
"No, you won't!" spoke up Root. "I told yer what I
was goin' ter do with ther gal. She's goin' ter run ther
house fur me. I'm goin' ter give her a good show, too! I'll
give her a week ter git ready ter marry me! If that ain't
·
a good show I don't know 'what is."
"Well, I think she oughter have somethin' ter say about
it herself," Trusty Jerry insisted.
"Sa1tin she had. Now, then, gal!" and Root turned to
Arietta, "which do yer want ter do, go off with ther galoot
what caught yer or stay at my ranch an' have a week ter
make up your mind ter marry me?"
"Well, of the two, I would rather stay," answered the
girl calmly, "though I would not care to do either. What
I want to do is to go back to Buckhorn Ranch, as that gentleman has suggested."
Jerry looked pleased at being called a gentleman, and
the way he puffed himself out was enough to make an Indian
medicine man laugh.
But there ·was nothing humorous about it to the cowboys
just then.
It was plain that they had got it in their heads that the
girl would surely bring disaster to them if she was kept a
prisoner.
But Root was just enough under the influence of liquor
to be obstinate.
"Come to ther house, miss!" he said, taking hold of Arietta's arm. "I'll sec to it that you're taken care of in ther
best of style. We ain't got ther biggest ranch here, but
we've got things fixed up .ill right, anyhow. You kin have
,vhat yer want ter eat an' drink an' all you've got ter do fur
a week is ter help ther wench an' learn ter love me."
"Hold on!" spoke up the girl. "I should have a little mor()
to say about this. You have just said that I will have a week
to make up 'my mind to marry you."
"Yes, that's what I said."
"\Veil, in that week you must not annoy me-you must
not bother me at all, u!lless I give you permission."
"Why, sartin! I ain't goin' ter do a thing te1· make yer
h::.te rr.e. I r..iil't built that way. My name is Root, an' I own
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this ranch. I don't owe a cent what I ain't able ter pay, an'
I'm a Jim Hickey what kin drink Paris green without gittin'
pizened!"
Arietta had an easy look in her eyes as she started for the
.
house with the man.
She felt that she would be there only a few hours at the
most.
She turned and saw Duster walk away in a sulky mood.
He was the man she was most afraid of just then.
Root took her to the kitchen of the house and introduced
her to a middle-aged negro woman who was so fat that she
moved about with difficulty.
"Dinah," said'he, "here's a gal what's goin' ter stay here
a week an' be your boss. At ther end of that time she will
most likely become Mrs. Root. You're ter see that she don't
get away. She might take a notion ter change her mind an'
stray off, yer know."
The negress grinned.
"Very putty white gal," she said.
"Yes. Now, I am going to cut her hands loose. D~n't
yer let her out of ther house without I say so."
"No, sah! Ise'll take good care of her."
Root cut the rope that bound Arietta's hands to her sides,
and then without another word walked back to where he had
left the cowboys.
"Where's Duster?" he asked, looking around.
"He went over there," answered Jerry, indicating the directi,on the cowboy had walked.
Root looked over and saw him sitting at the foot of a tree.
"I reckon ther fool wants that gal,"" he exclaimed. "Well,
he can't have her!"
There was no reply to this.
"Give me a milk punrh, somebody! I'm a& dry as a fish
out of water."
The drink was handed him.
\Vhen he had swalhiwed it he walked rather unsteadily
for the tree where Duster sat.
"What's ther matter with yer, you sick-lookin' galoot?"
he exclaimed. "You want that gal, don't yer? You want
ter force her ter marry yer, I s'pose! Now jest git that
notion out of your head. I'm goin' ter have her, providin'
she makes up her mind tel' let it go that w~v."
"An' what if she don't make up her mind ter let it go
that way?" said Duster, rising_ to his feet.
"Then she kin go right back where she belongs, an' she
kin have a chance ter tell her friends that sht wasn't harmed
by me. Oh, I'm a roarer, an''no mistake! I kin do about
as I please, I reckon, but I ain't goin' ter force no woman
'
,
ter have me if she don't want ter!"
"See here!" exclaimed Duster. "I've been thinkin' over
this thing-. That gal belongs ter me, an' you know it. I
want her!"
"Well, yer can't have her!"
"I can't hey?"
"Nope!"
As drunk as he was, Root knew a fight was brewing:
His hand slid for his six-shooter, and so did that of Duster.
They both pulled at the same time.
Duster was very angry and Root was cool.
They st<'>Od looking at each other for the space of a few
seconds.
The cowboys came running up.
"Don't go ter shootin'!" crie~ Trusty Joe. "We've lost
one man, an' that's enough!';
Duster paid no attention to the ·remark.
He fired.
But he did it so quickly that his aim was bad and the
bullet simply grazed Root's shirt sleeve.
Before he ('Ould ai;ain pull the trigger the ranchman shot
him dead irt his tracks.
"Any one as don't like that don't like !"'"'!" 11'3 cried. "He
tried ter drop me. an' I 2:ive him his medicine! Come! let's
all have some milk punch!"
The cowboys knew very well that Duster had b~·ought it
on himself.
'T'h"v faid not a "·orcl in protest.
Dack to the shade of thP trees they :,vent, and then the
stone jar was quickly emptied of its contents.
"Boys, I reckon I run th:s ranch," said Root. "Killin' folks
is mif"hty bad business, I know; but it has ter happen sometimes. Jest put ther horses away an' we'll have a g,::,od
·
time till dinner-time comes."
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There were two or three of the men wl!-p workeg on th$>
ranch there, and they hastened to attend to the horses.
"What shall we do with ther cream-colored nag, boss?"
one of them- asked.
ther stable," was the reply. "It's th.er gal's
"Put him
horse, an' I want him taken care of."
But let us see how Arietta was making out.
She had not been alone with the colored woman five min.
utes when she had figured out a plan of escape.
A rifle hung on the wall, and the girl decid,ed that this
·
would be the means of giving her a chance for liberty.
She sat down where she could watch the men from the
window.
She saw the fight between the ranch owner and Duster,
and then when she saw her horse being led to the shack that
was called a stable she made up her mind that it was time
·
to act.
She got up and promptly took the rifle from the wall.
The colored woman was in the act of going down the cellar
thro.ugh a trap-door at the time, and in a meaning voiE1e
Arietta exclaimed:
. "Go down the cellar and shut the door behind you! If
you come up· before I tell you to I will kill you!"
The wench obeyed, and then leaving the house through a
back window, th~ brave girl made for the stable. ·

in

CHAPTER X.
WILD COWS THE COWBOYS MORE YET.

He followed it and soon came to the spot where Arietta
·
had been captured.
The villain she had shot lay as he had dropped, and not
far from him was the little six-sl).ooter the girl owned.
Young Wild West breathed a sigh of relief.
Just then he heard a cooing noise on the bank of the little
brook, and, turning, behE:ld the baby lyir>i comfortably on
the ground sucking its fingers!
The boy could not restrain himself from uttering a cheer.
He k"Ilew what had happened now!
"That gang met Arietta here and they have captured her!"
he exclaimed under his breath. "Now to get this baby to
its parents and then to take up the trail!"
He picked up the infant, and, mount.in~ Spitfire, rode hurriedly over to where he had left the settler and his wife
·
and child.
He met them at the edge of the woods, for they had followed his trail.
The mother came near fainting again when she saw her
baby safe and sound.
But this time it was from sheer joy.
. "Ride on to Buckhorn Ranch," said Wild. "I have got to
find the young lady who brought the child safely from the
,
cabin." ·
"Did she git burned in ther fire?" asked Packer.
"No, she is alive. The rascally cowboys have got her."
"I'd like to help yer find her."
- "Go on to the ranch. You have enough to attend to just
now."
~ith that Wild was off.
He followed the trail with the greatest ease.
When he came to the part of the land where the grass had
been burned it was still easy.
Right to the burning cabin he went.
By the time he got · there the structure was in ashes,
though.
1:'hen he took up the trail and soon got to the open prairie
:i~c~!~!ts.side of where the fire had been started by the

Young Wild West thought it was all up with Arietta when
he looked over his shoulder and found the brave girl was
not to , be seen.
The smoke had settled so thickly that it was impossible
h~edi/~eo;v~ow that her horse had stumbled and
to
·
throw•n her with the baby in her arms.
Here Wild met Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart, the two girls
Neither did any of the rest.
behind them, a nd Hoss Thompson.
right
was
she
that
granted
for
it
They took
The prairie fire had been the means of stampeding the
and all hands were doing their best to escape.
It was naught but suicide to turn back toward that seeth- cattle, and they had gone away off to the right.
But they had got together, and that was one consolatioil.
ing line of flame!
Wild quickly told them what had happened.
"Come on, Et4" Wild shouted. "Hurry a little."
Charlie and the rest were astounded.
But there was no answer. ..
"So ther measly coyotes has got Arietta, hey?" exclaimed
"There's fifty acres of ploughed land right below here,"
the scout. "Well, that is a whole lot better than her be.in'
Torn Packer shouted. "Come on!"
\·
burned to death~"
Wild looked back again.
"Sure!" echoecl Dart. "Wild, we had better follow the trail
The smoke wa::, lifting some, but Arietta was not to be
and get her as quickly as possible. We'll let the cattle go.
seen.
"She must have taken to the right or left more," he Hoss can take Anna and Eloise home all right!'
"Sartin I kin," spoke up the foreman. .
thought. "Well, I'll have to trust to luck that she gets out
"Go on, then!" said Wild. "We have no time to lose."
of it alive."
The next minute the three partners were riding swiftly
Three minutes later they reached the ploughed ground.
They rode over it far enough to be out of reach of the over the prairie, following the plain trail left by Duster and
the villains with him.
foiled flames and came to a halt.
They were just about fifteen minutes behind them when
Wild was in a frenzy now.
they came in sight of the ranch buildings.
Arietta was not to be seen ·anywhere.
1t so happened that there was a clump of trees within a
He looked to the right and left, but nothing but flame
quarter of a mile of the house, and, keeping this between
and smoke could he see.
·
'Mrs. Packer took occasion to faint after she found she them and the building, our friends rode up to it.
They rode to the edge of it and then came to a halt..
was out of danger.
"What ranch is this, anyhow?" Jim remarked.
The little giri was all right, so our hero let her 9rop to
"I don't know," replied Wild. "It is new to us. But it
the ground to assist her father in restoring the woman to
makes little difference who owns it. Arietta has been taken
consciousness.
As the flames died down somewhat Wild caught sight of there and we must get her."
"Well, let's ride right up," suggested the scout, who was
the strip of timber off to . the right.
It occurred to him that the girl had time to reach there if always i'eady for a scrimmage.
Wild thought that would be the best idea.
she had tried for it.
"Come on!" he exclaimed.
"That was the only chance she had," he muttered. "If she
Out from the trees they rode, and then straight for the
did not get tllere she has been burned to a crisp! Qh! but
house they went at a gallop.
won't I make the villains suffer if that has happened!"
They came in sight of the group of half-drunken cowJ
He started to ride for the timber.
boys ·and the drunken owner of the ranch before they
Just then the woman recovered from her swoon.
reached the house.
"My baby! My baby!" she cried,' in an agonized voice.
They were still sitting under the trees and a new batch
"I am going to look for it," answered tbe dashing young
of punches had been brewed.
deadshot.
Wild ancl his two partners rode right up to them fearThen away he went as fast as the sorrel could carry him.
lessly.
Wild soon reached the woods.
"Hello, here!" shouted the dashing young deadshot.
But he was fo:rced to move to the left before entering it,
"We've come after the young lady!"
as the underbrush was now burning fiercely.
"Is-that (hie) sho ?" asked Root, getting up and staggerLuckily for him when he did go in he struck the trail made
1 inir toward them.
by the. horses of the cowboys.
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,
"Where is the young lady?" he asked.
"Yes, that is so!;' exclaimed our hero, d1·awing a revol1er
reply. "She
gasping
the
was
w!"
kno
don't
done
I
"La»'s!
this
of
owner
the
you
"Are
man.
and leveling it at the
done putty nj,gh knock my head off; den I know no more till
ranch?"
heah yo' come down de cellar, sah!"
I
reply.
"Yes," was the
Wild saw that her head was bleeding from a wound.
"Well, if you don't produce the young lady alive and well
·
He thought he understood it pretty well now.
off!"
head
your
of
top
the
in five minutes I'll blow
her.
bested
had
and
female
fat
the
attacked
had
Arietta
feller?"
"You (hie) mean that, young
escape.
her
made
had
she
Then
"I certainly mean it!"
He . could not help admiring the pluck of the girl.
"Well, ther (hie) gal is in ther house. I jest shot a (hie)
H~ told the colored wo_man to go upstairs, and she did so,
felleti a little while ago 'cause he wanted ter marry her.
fast to her wounded head meanwhile.
holdmg
You're Young Wild West, I (hlc) reckon?"
"Just tell us all about it, Dinah," saitl. Root.
"That is who I am."
"Well, yo' say fo' me to watch de white missy, an' I
"Gal's in ther kitchen, unless she's run away of her own
done do so. But when I go down de cellar she grab de rifle
accord."
an' tell me if I don't stay down dere she shoot
The drunken ranchman's action told that he was telling from de wallgo
out by de odder way an' catch her when she
me. I done
the truth.
make fo' de stable. We have a fight an' she chase me back
Just then Trusty Jerry came forward.
wid de rifle. Dat am all,
"You an' me is at logger-head s, Young Wild West," he to de cellar an' knock me down
,
said. "But> I want ter let yer know that I never had one sah."
It was a pretty straight story, and our friends believed it.
little thing ter do with bringin' ther gail here. I done my
Wild lost no time in getting to the stable.
best when she was brought here ter git her sot free. Ther
It was entirely open at one side, so he soon saw that
feller what -took her a prisoner is dead over there. Root
,
Arietta's horse was not there.
shot him."
Jerry declared that it had been put there with the rest.
Wild looked around and soon picked out four men whom
That made it look as though the girl had surely made her
he recognized as those who had ignited the prairie grass.
"You fellows are marked!" said he, calmly. "You set ' escape.
"She must have gone ~wa3: while we were talking over
the grass afire to 1;_ry and _bu::n me and the rest_ up. If you
Jim.
are not out of the county ms1de of an hour I will shoot you there under the trees," said
dead on sight! Get away now, and consider that you ll,re
the luckiest mortals that ever breathed!"
The four men were completely cowed.
There was not the least bit of fight in them.
CHAPTER XI.
Trusty Jerry shrugged his shoulders.
, "You'd better do what you're told, boys!" he said. "I
ARIETTA ·MAKES OUT ALL RIGHT.
don't know why in thunder yer went an' done what yer did
,
this mornin', anyhow."
Arietta had just reached the corner of the house on he
It was wonderful what one boy could do in the way of way to the stable when she was suddenly cohfronted by the
.
negro woman.
cowing a crowd like that!
How Dinah had got there to head her off the girl did not
They seemed to fear him so much that they dared not offer
,
know.
.
to put up a fight.
She did not stop to think about it, either.
The four marked fellows made for the shack where the
She pointed the rifle at her head and exclaimed:
horses had been placed.
"Get back in the cellar or I'll shoot!"
Wild and hls partners started for the house, followed by
.
"Yo' mustn't do dat, honey," was the reply, and then the
Jerry and the ranchman.
The kitchen door was open and a pot was bubbling over woman made a grab for her and tried to knock the weapon
from her hand.
a fire.
But Arietta was too quick for her and soon got the best of
But neither the colored woman nor Arietta were there!
Then she forced her into the cellar, and when the
her.
than
less
wench
nigger
a
of
charge
in
"I left ther gal here
showed fight again she struck her a blow on the head.
woman
up
sobered
had
who
Root,
fifteen minutes ago!" declared
sure, Arietta bound her with some rope she
make
To
reWild's
having
of
effects
the
considerabl y, probably from
cellar and put an improvised gag in her mouth.
the
in
found
volver pointed at his heart.
she was doing this Young Wild West and his
while
And
our
demanded
she?"
is
where
"Well, if you left her here,
outside talking to the owner of the ranch. ·
were
partners
- hero, becoming suspicious.
only known this she would have been saved
had
Arietta
If
some
in
her
put
"I don't know, unless the nigger woman
trouble.
of
lot
a
other room."
But she never had an idea of such a thing.
"Well, if you want to live very long just find her!"
The girl made her way quickly to the shack where she
Root braced up and started to look throu.gh the house, our
fo-q.nd her horse tied along with the rest.
friends and Trusty J err~ following him.
There was no one there to interfere with her.
Charlie and Jim were watching the cowboy le,!.der.
In a very short space of time she had' untied her horse,
•. At the first sign of treachery he would go down.
and, leading it out, mounted and rode off.
He no doubt realized it, too.
She looked around, and, seeing the group of trees our
"I •WLS ag'in it right from ther start," he said to Charlie.
coming up to the ranch, headed
"Ther gal will tell yer herself that I proposed ter let her go. friends had paused in before
If Root had only said ther word she would have gone on fot it.
It was natural that she should look for something that
about her business, too. I never seen a woman in a case
hide her flight from the place.
what didn't queer ther whole business. I know what's what, would help for
the group of trees the daring girl went.
Straight
I do! Ther man what we thought was ther wisest in ther
She was more than satisfied with the way things had
gang is responsible fur all this. But he's dead, so there
turned out, and should pursuit set in she meant to give the
ain't no use in blamin' him now."
a good race for it.
It did not take them long to make a search of the house. villains
So intent was Arietta on reaching the cover of ·the trees
But it was devoid of a human being.
that she did not think of loo·k ing behind her.
Then Root opened the trap-door leading into the cellar.
She simply watched the ranGh-hous e to see if any one
"Here's ther last place ter look in ther house," he i,aid.
came from it. She could not see what was going on at the
Wild hurried down the steps.
.
of it.
The first object that caught his eye was the bulky form other sidehad
looked back toward the, shack she would have
If she
of a female lymg on the floor.
. seen four men riding toward her at a swift pace.
It was the negro woman.
They were the fellows Wild had given half an hour to get
She was bound hand and foot and there was a gag in her
away.
mouth.
The villains had reached the stable just as the girl le~t it.
An open door from the outside let in sufficient light for
But they did not try to stop her just then.
Wild to see all this.
It occurred to them that here was their chance to get
Whipping out his hunting-kn ife, he severed the bonds of
with Young Wild West and make him revoke the
square
her
from
gag
the
removed
quickly
then
and
woman
the
had given them.
he
order
mouth.
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When they came out mounted they at once set out in th~ I ' There was i:;omething_ so imperative ~bout t he girl's comwake of the girl.
mand that t he fou r cowboys did not he3itate.
They well knew that she had managed to make her escape
Mounting their horses, they set out for the ranch w it h
1
somehow.
her.
Arietta reached the edge of the cluster of trees and
Arietta was not certain that they had not been lying to
started around to place it between her and the house.
her.
Then for the first time she saw the four cowboys tj.ding
But she could not see what ends they had in acting that
;;wiftly toward her.
way, so took it for granted that they had told the truth.
It was quite natural that she should think that thef were
They had scarcely got out of the woods and in view of
in pursuit of her for the purpose of catching her and bring- the house when who should they see but Wild and his two
ing her back.
partner s waving their hats.
She shouted for her horse \o dash forward, and the noble
Arietta waved back to them and then put her horse to the
animal responded.
top of his speed.
But luck was against the girl just then.
She rode up well in advance of the four cowboys, who
A hanging vine caught her about the neck and swept her were now very much worried again.
from the saddle.
"Whoopee!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, waving his hat.
Before she could get up and get to her horse the four
"It is all right Wild!" called out Arietta.
villains were there.
"I am so glad; Et!" was the answer. "You have put me
"I guess you needn't bother ter go any further jest now," to an awful lot of worry to-day. ' But what are you doing in
said one, leering at her.
the company of those scoundrels?"
. Ari~tta h11;d dropped the rifle a'! she fell, ,so she had noth"Well, I want to speak a word for them, Wild."
mg with which to defend herself.
This was said as she came to a halt and put out her hands
The villains overpowered her quickly enough.
for him to assist her to dismount.
Then, much to her surprise, they led her under the trees
"You want to speak a word for them, Et?"
instead of. taking her back to the ranch.
"Yes. I promised to get you to take back what you said
"You're Young Wild West's gal, ain't yer?" said one.
to them. They are penitents all right, and they, mean to do
"I suppose I may as well answer 'yes' to that," replied better. Just give them a chance."
the girll coolly.
"I couldn't refuse you, little one. And this from you,
"Gooa enough! Now, then, I'll tell yer what you've got after they helped carry you away, leaving the baby on the
ter do."
ground at the side of the brook!"
"What have I got to do?"
"Oh! How about the baby, Wild?"
She was more mortified at having been recaptured than
"I found it and restored it to its mother."
she was frightened.
"Good!"
Th~ four cowboys admired her coolness, there was no
The girl clapped her hands with delight.
question about that.
"No one got singed from the fire even."
And as bad as they were, they had not the least intention
"I'm mighty glad to hear tbat!" exclaimed the spokesma1,
of harming her.
·
of the four cowboys. "It was a cowardly thing what we done
They did not W\1,nt to be banished from) that part of when we lighted ther dry grass, an' you kin bet that I've been
Te,;eas, and t~ey thought th~y saw .a way to prevent it. . sorry fur it ever since."
Young: Wild W~,st ~as give us Jest half a:n hour te_r g:1t
"Me, too!" said the other three in a breath,
out of this county, said the spokesman, lookmg the girl m
"Well, I don't hardly believe you were sorry for it ever
thT. face. .
. 'I"
.
since you did it, but I. do think you are rather s_orry now,"
"When did he ~o this. a,~ked Arietta.
observed our hero. "Smee the young lady p;rom1sed to get } est a few m_mutes ago.
me to let you off, I will do it. But I want you to remember
Y~u are tellmg an untruth. Young Wild West is not one thing! If ever I catch either of you doing a wrong thing
here.
I'll h 00t
d dl"
"No, h e" am
· 't· h ~re,. an ' I'm g lad h e. am
· 'tl"
s
youYoung
ea · Wild ·west!" they declared.
. ch uc kl ed th
.~
"You
kin,
cowboy.
Bu~ he s ri~ht o- ~r there m that house lookm
Wild now led the way to the trees under which the rei::t
fur ,:ou at this very mii:iute. .
of the cowboys were gathered.
tmetta would not beh:;ve him. .
"
.
Trusty Jerry and Root were with them, and they wel'e
You cannot fool me, sp.e said.
If you are gomg to having what they called a good time.
take
me back, go on and do 1t. If not, let me go on about my
N o d oub t th. ey h a d th ought th a t ·nvvr·1d
business."
1 an d h'i;; P!1rt ners
We'll take yer back to ther ranch-house there an' turn :Voul~ leave right a'.llay as soon as they found the girl, but
yer over to Youn.Er Wild West an' his two partners if you'll m tl:1;1S they were mistaken.
.
agree ter do one thing fur us."
Wild meant to show them a few thmgs before he went
ThP girl looked at the speaker in silence for a moment back to Buckhorn Ranch.
.
,,
.
.
and then said:
"I want you fellows to lme up there! he said, looking
"You seem to be terribly in earnest. Do you really mean at the men as he cai:rie up.
what you say?"
"What are yer gom' ter do?" asked Trusty Jerry.
"Yes. miss·, I sartinly do."
"I am l!?ing to show yo_u ';,hat a dangerous customer I
"Well, then, what do" you want me to agree to do ? " .
air:/ p~ovid1;n7 I take a notion.
.
. . ,
"We want yer ter g-it Young- Wild West ter take back what
Hes gom ter show us ~hat a good ,feller he JS by g1vm
he said about us havin' ter stay away from these parts. We us a f ew_good words of advice, I reckon, spoke up the fellow
was ther ones .what heloed fire ther g-rass an' that's what called Miggs.
he's sore on us fur. You kin make him ~hange his mind.
"No, I am not going to do that. I am going to leave it to
Won't yer do it, miss?"
·
you fellows to do just as you like. Bu~ I :wan~ to_ show yo~
"What if I don't agree to do it?"
, how straight I can shoot. Just stand m line m smgle file.
"Oh. well. we'll let yer g-o, anyhow. We might as well
There were eighteen of the cowboys anct the ranch owner
tell the truth about it. We ain't goin' ter harm a ,hair in made nineteen.
vour head. We knowed we couldn't git close enough to yer,
But Wild did not _get him ~n line_.
~n took · advantage of yer when yer 'fell an' caught yer.
He got the rest m a straight hne and then told them to
Will yer agree, miss?"
spread their feet apart. ·
"Yes!"
They did so, wondering what was going to _hanpen.
The four seemed overjoyed when she said this.
Next Wild took Root by the arm and led him to the end
"An' do you think yer kin git .him ter let us be if we does of the line.
,
.
.
.
good hereafter?" asked one.
The man was smokmg a pipe, and our hero told hrm to
"Yes, I can get him to agree. Now, let's go back to the keep it in hls mouth.
k
house."
"I want you to kneel down here so I can see you by 1oo Without another word they let her go.
ing down between the legs of the men from the other end
"We'll stay here till we see you wave somethin'" said the of the line," he said to the ra11chman.
~pokesman. "We don't feel like takin' ther chanc~s. Young
"Wh_a t a:r:e you goin' ter do.?"
Wild West might be so mad that he.'11 hrur:in ter shoot when
"I am gomg tq shoot th~ !!Ipe from Y?,ur mouth and graze
he hears that we caught yer."
'
the leg of every man that 1s m the way!
"No, he won't! You come on with! me."
"But I don't want, that done to me."
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"I can't help what you want. I've made up my mind to
do it now, and I doa't propose to change it."
Root said no more.
He got upon his hands and knees as directed to, and 'then
Wj!d walked back to the other end of the line. '
, He knelt and got an eye on the pipe in the mouth of the
ranchman, after first telling this and that one to move his
foot a little.
When he had t.hings just right, Wild unslung his rifle and
stepped back to the curb o.f the well.
He dropped ·fiat on his stomach and leveled the weapon.
"Don't none of you move now!" he said. "I:fl you do I
won't hit that pipe. Steady, Root!"
There was a silence of not more than two seconds and
.
then-Crack!
The pipe flew out of the ranchman's movth.
"Great jumpin'-jacks!" he cried. "I reckon that was a
putty good shot!"
There was not one of the cowboys who did not feel that
he was going to get touched with the bullet.
They all breathed easier when Wild told them they could
assume their former positions.
The four who had just come over with Arietta seemed
to be the most impressed.
"How k in you shoot as straight as that?" one of them
asked our hero.
"Couldn't you hit a mark with a rifle at that distance?"
was the reply.
"Yes, I reckon I could."
"Well, it was no harder for me to shoot that pipe from
the man's mouth than it would be to hit an ordinary mark.
I would have to shoot straight to do either."
"I know, but---"
,
.
"·But what?"
"It's nerve what makes a feller be able ter shoot without
hittin' any one. Why! there was nineteen men, an' any one
of 'em · stood a· chance of bein' hit by ther bullet."
"Certainly. But if any one had been hit by it it wouldn't
have peen my fault."
"Show us another shot."
"I will if you will hold the target."
"I will! I ain't afraid," was the quick reply.
"All right. Has any one got a pack of cards about them?"
"I have!" exclaimed one of the cowboys.
Wild took the ace of clubs from the deck.
"I want you to hold this in a rather peculiar way," he
said ~ the volunteer.
"I'll hold it just as you sp.y," was the retort.
"All right, then. This is going to be a shqt from my revolver, so I will stand pretty close. I don't want to shoot
.
the tongue out of your head."
The cowboy paled slightly, but did not offer tq back down.
"I want you to on~n your mouth, keep your tongue in out
of the way and hold this ·card so r can see the spot in the
center si<ieways through your open ~outh. I am going to
shoot right between your upper and lower teeth."
The man hesitated a moment.
Then he said:
"All :rig-ht, Young Wild West. I ain't afraid you'll make
a mistake."
He took the card and opened wide his mouth to give Wild
. plenty of room.
Then he held fast to the bottom of, the card and placed it
so the ace-spot in the center could be seen.
Wild stepped off about twelve feet from him.
Then he took his 1·evolver from the holster and fired so
qufokly that all hands were astonished.
The card was knocked from the hand of the cowboy and
he stooped and picked it up.
The ace had been hit right in the center.
To the :ignorant men this was a wonderful .s hot, indeed.
They did not stop to think that it was the Champion Deadshot of the West who fired it.
As he had said, he could shoot straight, and it made no
·difference, so long as he could see the bull's-eye, what was
·
close to it.

He had completely cowed them, and if there was any good
in them it would show now.
They rode back to Buckhorn Ranch and found that the
Packer family were quite comfortable.
Wild had a talk with the settlel', and the result was that
he agl'eed to make his quarters at the ranch and assist Boss
Thompson to run things.
It was about the middle of the afternoon when Hop Wah
came to Wild and said:
·• "Man whatee makee fly machine wantee you to comee to
windmill. He makee somet'ing gleat!".
"What has he been doing, Hop?" our hero asked.
i
"He makee wagon go 'round an' tald!e lide.''
Wild called Charlie and Jim and then they went and got
the girls and walked over to where the ranch windmill stood.
Jasper Down was there, sure enough.
He had two wheels fastened one ahead of the other and
arranged so a pole was bolted to the side piece they were
attached to.
The pole was fastened to an upright by means of a big
ring.
A stout wire ran from the end of the pole to ~he top of
the upright, which was connected with the geanng power
of the windmill.
The inventor was just fastening a saddle between ~he
wheels on the piece that ran lengthwise and connected with
.
the axles.
It looked · something like a bicycle, or velocipede.
In front of the saddle was a sort of handle for one to hold
fast to, and altogether it looked to be quite a novel invention.
"What is this you've got here, Mr. Down?" asked Wild,
inspecting it.
"Well sir you see I got thr.-".lr'l mendin' ther harness an'
sh:irpenin' ther tools, so I tl.,i:,nght I'd make somethin' ~hat
would interest ther ladies. I hope you are not. offended.,,
"Oh, no! But who is going to try that mac!1me fir~t
"The Chinee has offered to take the first ride on it.
.
"You?"" asked Wild, looking at Hop.
"No, Misler Wild; my blother,:' was the reply, while the
.
.
Chinaman looked up at the !>kY. mnocently.
Wing showe<l up just then, h1s yellow fac~ beammg with
·
·
all sorts of smiles.
Wild thought he had better let all hands see it, so he sent
for Hoss Thompson and his wife and the Packers to come
out.
.
.
.
They all came.
A stiff wind was blowing and the wmdmill was oiled up
.
.
nicely.
There was nothing- to prevent the two-whee~ed machme
going around like lightning in a circle that was about fifteen
.
feet in diameter. •
"Let her go when you're ready, Down," said Wild.
"I am all ready now," was the answer. "Get on, Mr.
..
Wing."
Wing acted as thoug-h he had his dcmbts about the contrivance being all rii;rht, but he got on. nevertheless. · .
He held onto the handle and nodded for the machine to
be set in motion.
Then Down gave a tug on a rope.
The gearing connected and Wing Wah was off for the
.
strangest ride he had ever taken.
At first the machine did not go around very fast, ~u~ 11
gathe1·ed speed very quickly, and soon he was whirling
around in a streak.
"Oh! Ow! Hip hi! Skip! Wow! Letee me off!" came
from the buzzing circle.
No one could resist laughing.
"You had better stop the thing, Downs," said Wild. "You
will kill the Chinaman!"
"Lettee go!" shouted Hop. "My blother muchee likee lide
allee samee fast."
The inventor seized the rope to throw off the gear, but it
would not work.
The machine could not be stopped.
But Wing was bound to stop going around with it, though.
In just about seven seconds he became so dizzy that he let
CHAPTER XII.
go the handle.
CONCLUSION.
Ofl' he shot like a rocket, his head striking Hop squarely
Wild and hi:;; partners and Arietta left the ranch of Root1 in the stomach.
That probably saved the Chinaman's life, for if ,he had hit
without saying' anything further to the cowboys.
The young deadshot was satisfied that it was not neces- anything hard his brains would have been dashed out.
But he nearly killed his brother in saving his own lifa..
:;;ary.
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"It would be too bad 'to sell it, Wild," remarked Arietta.
for he knocked the wind complet ely ou t of him and both. lay
is such a pleasant place to come to."
"It
us.
on the gl'ound unconscio
"That is true. But I have been losing money ever since I
Cheyenne Charlie danced about in glee.
•
'l'hen Jasper Down climbed up, and after no little difficulty owned it."
yet."
right
all
out
turn
may
it
"But
gearing.
managed to disconnect the
"There is no reason why it shouldn't, Et. Hello! Here
The two-whee led streak, as Charlie called it, came to a stop
some more cowboys!"
come
then.
Eighteen men could be seen approach ing on horseback .
"Well, that is what I call a grea t invention , Down," said
As Wild scanned them closely he saw that they were no
Wild to the inventor. "But I advise you not to make any others
than Trusty Jerry and his gang.
•
nore while you are at Buckho1n Ranch."
They_ rode right up close to where our friends were sit"All right, sir," was the meek 1·eply. "But I assure you
ting undei the shade of the palms.
that I didn't think it was goin' to work as fast as that."
"Young Wild West, will yer give us another chance?"
"Well, it is just tl;le same as your flymg machine; that
asked Jerry, taking off his hat and looking at the boy
worked faster than- you thought it would."
, Wing got up now and looked around him in a dazed way. squarely.
"Do you think you could do the right thing?"
"Whattee matteel" he asked.
"I know we kin."
"Where have you been asleep?" asked the scout.
"Well, I'll think over it."
"Me no know."
"See here," and the man spoke pleadingl y. "We've' all
"My blather lookee allee samee hummee-b irdee!" exdone wrong by you, an' we want ter make up fur it: We'll
claimed Hop, as he got up holding fast to his stomach.
whole month fur nothin' if you'll take it back.
Our friends went back to the house, leaving the crest- work aneglected
our work here, an' we've stole from yer an'
We've
fallen inventor to take his wonderfu l machine apart.
everythin g else. Now, you jest give us ther chance
"There is only one thing 1 am sorry for," said Wild, as almost
an' we'll show yer that you'll have one of ther best-payi n'
they sat down before a big jar of fresh buttermil k.
ranches along ther Rio Grande. Will yer let us try it?"
"What is that, Wild?" asked Arietta.
"Yes. Go to your quarters right away."
"Well, I am sorry .Jasper Down did not get on the ma"Good! Now I want ter tell yer somethin' else. There's
chine and try it himself. It would have learned him more of some
cattle over at Root's what belongs ter yer, an' he's
a lesson than it has, I think."
have 'em drove over afore another sunrise. Hoo"Well, I reckon he was too smart for that," observed goin' terYoung
Wild West, boys! Everybod y yell!"
fur
ray
Charlie.
The repentant cowboys fairly made the welkin ring with
"I don't know," said Jim. "He tried the flying machine
their cheers.
himself."
Wild felt that he surely had scored a victory over them.
"That's so," said Wild. "I rather think he would have
are what I calls putty good," said Cheyenne Charlie
"This
refused."
had
Wing
tried it if
two later, when everythin g was going as smoothly
or
day
a
.
forgotten
soon
was
The incident
on the ranch. "If it hadn't been fur Wild
clockwork
as
Paso
El
from
down
came
men
new
six
morning
The next
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ther
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on
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to work as
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market
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2,000 MEN WANTED FOR NAVAL RESERVE.
The Naval Reserve Force of the Second Naval
~istrict at Newport, R. I., is once more open-th.is
fame _for 2,000 recruits.
This announcemen t will mean much to hundreds
of young I men whom circumstances or hesitation
have hitherto prevented from signing up for military duty.
The Na val Reserve has rightly been one of the
most popular branches in the war. The officers'
trainings camps, aviation, and th(l Reserve have
proved-to be the three most promptly filled services.
The advantage of the first was the opportunity
for a commission, of the second the chance for daring and individual work, and of the Reserve a combtnation of practically the best features of both.
Many men in the Reserve, who have shown themselves to be possessed of the necessary qualifications
for officership, have studied for the regular examinations, passed, and received commissions as ensigns and warrant officers.
Perhaps the greatest allurement that the Reserve
Force has for young men lies in, the fact of its
varied kinds of service.
A radio school in the district is ready to prepare
men for positions as- wireless telegraphers in our
navy.
Other ,men have successfully applied for a transfer to the Naval Reserve Flying Corps.
Every-week examinations are held for those who
These ratings
desire to improve their ratings.
cover practically every field, and a man with any
boat, shop, mechanical, carpenter, or nautical ex,
perience can, in all likelihood, qualify.
Applicants are accepted orily for general service,
and if they enlist and remain in the seaman branches
they are likely to have an opportunity to see service
in one of the 100-footers, those small, fast boats
that are doing scout duty in both these and foreign
waters, on. transports, or the convoy vessels of our
.
navy.
The central enrolling office is located in the War
College in Newport, R. I. Letters of inquiry in
regard to the Naval Reserve should be addressed
to the Enrolling Officer, War College, Newport, R.I.,
and the same will be promptly answered and the
information forwarded.
Applications for service in the Second District
may 'be made also at the Reserve Enrolling Officer,
Building 13, Booklyn Navy Yard, and the Navy Re/

•

cruiting Stations in Newark, N. J.; Pittsburg, Pa.;
Minneapolis, Minn., and in St. Louis, Mo., and further information regarding the servic~ may be had
from any regular Navy Recruiting Station.
To Newport, men have come from many States.
The high reputation of the district, the large number of college men enlisted in it, the wide diversity
of opportunity offered, the zest and attractiveness
of small-boat service have combined to make the
station a powerful magnet.
It is expected that the ·2,000 men required will
Mize this chance in a very short till)e. Unless men
hurry to enroll now, they will doubtless find tha:t
once more the doors of one of Uncle Sam's most
appealing services have been irrevocably closed.
EXAMINATIONS ARE HELD.

Competitive examinations have already been held
in this district, and more than 100 of the men who
passed with the highest marks have received commissions as ensigns, some going to the fleet, while . ·
others have. been ordered to the submarine chasers.
Additional examinations will be held shortly, and
all who are recommended by their commanding officer are eligible to take the tests, which, if successfully passed, will entitle them to a commission -as
ensign or to attend Annapolis or the' school of the
·
Second District.
given the men
examinations
the
to
In addition
who apply for commissions, other examinations are
being held every week, so that men who wish to
improve their ratings may have an opportunity to
f!!ho-vz what they have learned since they have been
on active duty.
A great number of men from this district have
also been transferred to the Naval Reserve Flying
Corps. If these men make good at the ground
school, and successfully pass their pilot's examination, they are assured a commission as flight ensign ,
in the Flying Corps.
Tlre age limit in the Naval Reserve is from 18
to 57. Men are needed at once, and those who enroll
wilt- be given immediate active service. Further
information can be obtained from the Enrolling Officer., War (!rollege, Newport, R. I. The best opportunities will necessarily be obtained by those first
applying.
Applicants for enrollment within the draft age
should obtain a letter stating that they have not
been p,hysically examined or selected as yet for the
National Army an_d are free to enroll in the Reserve.
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DICK DENTON'S. SCHOOLDAYS
'
-OR-

~

THE WAR OF THE HIGHS AND LOWS
By DICK ELLISON

•

(A Serial Story.)
Nor, we may as well mention .right here, had
CHAPT ER VI (Continu ed);
demons trations .
"And that started trouble, I suppose ," said Dick. there been any further ghostly garret by daylight ,
the
searched
Archie
and
Dick
\
request''You know, Pat, Dr. De Long particul arly
but no possible explana tion of the mystery could
ed--"
subject had been
"Oh, I know alI about it, Dickybi rd. I couldn't they discover, and since then the
tabooed.
help it, and I didn't mean anythin g by it."
Now that Dick's silly prophec y had come true he
"And what did the Willie-boy say?" asked Archie.
ever made it, but
"Why," spoke up Scotty, with his hearty laugh, was exceedingly.sorr y that he had
the matter by
rom
f
'
away
turned
was
n
"he said: 'I want you rude boys to understa nd that his attentio
folded up his
had
who
rn,
Greenho
the
at
glance
a
right
go
this is private property , and if you don't
white by
and
red
grew
which
face
a
with
that
letter
Podlady
r
Professo
away in your boat I shall tell
turns.
you are trespass ing.'"
"What's the matter with you, Pat?" Dick de"That's right!" cried Pat. "That's just what he
'
manded.
said. Wouldn 't that jar you now?"
"Matter enough, " growled the Greenho rn. "I'ci
' There was a gene'ral laugh.
"Anyho w they open on Wednes day. We heard elected along with Mac!"
"You don't mean to say--"
ft in Centrep ort," added Pat. "I'd run away if I
"Oh, yes, I do! Here's a letter from the pater.
got tied up with a bunch like that."
pupils
's
Podlady
r
Professo
all
ordered to report to Professo r Podlady on Tuesthat
I'm
"It isn't likely
are vVillie-boys," said Dick. "But here comes An- day nikht. It's a disgrace that I'll never survive,.''
"It's a blame shame," said Dick sympath etically.
drew with the mail."
Lake
Sand
at
all-work
And all hands crowded about the boy, expressi ng
Andrew was the man-of·
y.
Academ
their sympath y.
"It's the last of the Congres s of all Nations ,"
The boys crowded about him, demand ing letters in
their usual noisy style.
groaned Pat. "When me and the Ginny pull out
1
Dick d:rew a •prize, and so did Archie.
what will be left?"
and
letters,
got
also
rn
Greenho
the
and
ni
· Maccaro
There were tears in his eyes as he said it, and
so did several of the nobodies.
several of his compani ons looked as if they would
. While Dick was glancing over his Maccaro ni, who like to relieve their feelings in the same way, too,
stood near him, suddenly spit on his letter, tore it in for Pat Duffy, ·althoug h rather fond of making mispieces, and ground the fragmen ts under his heel.
chief, was a very popular boy in Sand Lake School.
"What iri thunder is the matter with you, Mac?"
But the fiat had gone forth, and there was no
demande d Dick.
help for it.
"Matter !" hissed the Italian. "Matter ! A-r-r-h ! · There was further constern ation when it was
11.1:y father! He senda me 'to old Podlady . I won'ta learned that five of the nobodies had also received
f;O ! No, I won'ta go!"
parental orders to join Professo r Podlady 's school.
"Pshaw !" cried Archie, "that's too bad."
There was not one among them who did not regret
"You tella de truth, Dick Denton! " cried Pietro. the change.
'Remem ber whata you tella me data night?"
Dr. De Long had known of all these changes, and
"By Jove, Mac, it was only my joke."
d the boys on the subject.
"No joke for me!" hissed the Italian, striding that evening he addresse
all of us. This was someto
cqme
must
Changes
,: way. "Buta I won'ta go! I won'ta go!"
help. He hoped that they
not
could
boys
these
thing
He strode off toward the house in a rage.
for at the new school as he
It wits the first allusion which had been made to would be as well cared
them.
for
had tried to care
the ghost hunt in the garret.
And there was more to the sai:1e effect.
The boys of the top floor had been sworn to
It was a doleful Saturda y nigh~.
ed.
secrecy by Dick, and secrecy had been maintain
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Others instantly chimed in.
"We must give those fellows a good send-off,"
"Three bahs for the Highs!" cried one of the
Dick said to Archie. "What shall we do?"
nobodies.
flags
all
with
boats,
the
in
"Take them up the lake
·
It sounded as if a flock of sheep were filing out
flying," suggested Archie.
'.'Why not march up with the drum and fife corps, of the gate.
"Three groans for the Lows!" bawled the boy
with the flag hung with black crepe?"
like
welcome had been snubbed.
not
whose
might
. "lt's a good idea, but the doctor
also the beginning of the war of the Hi 1h~
was
It
it."
'
"Suppose , then, we go up without the crepe, and and the Lows.
escort them to the door?"
"We'll put the two plans to vote," said Archie.
They did so, and the drum and fife carried the
CHAPTE R , VII.
day. "
Tuesday afternoon came.
THE FIRST BATTLE BETWEEN THE H:!G:::, .· : T 'i'TIF.:
Maccaron i had got over his rage, and knowing
LOWS.
that he would not help himself, was ready to go.
But the poor Greenhor n was as depressed as ever,
The I ,OWS, as we must now call Dr. De Long's
and full of schemes to get around his father.
boys, marched down the road, followed by the storm
"I'll get out of it yet," he said to Dick with .many of groans.
a mysteriou s wink. "Now, you wait and see."
Of course, they bahed back until they had passed
The · appointed time came.
around the turn of the lake.
The last good-by had been said, and the baggage
Dick Denton chimed in with the rest.
of the enforced deserters had been sent to the old
But the e~citemen t of the occasion had no sooner
academy in a cart.
down than he felt sorry that he had not chosen
died
The processio n of "leftys,'' as somebody chris- a manlier part.
tened them, formed in line, with the Greenhor n at
"Break ranks!" he cried. "Cut out that music
the head.
now. We have had enough of it."
The Sand Lake boys formed ·in single file on either
The drummin g and fifing ceased, and the boys
·
side, and the start was made. .
down the roa·d at their own sweet will.
strayed
As long as they were in hearing of the Dudman
Dick and Archie found themselves together, as
House a lively march was played, but when they they usually did.
filed into Prof. Podlady's grounds it was the dead
"It wasn't much of a send-off, do you think so?"
march ·in Saul.
Archie after a few minutes' silence.
s-aid
Quite a crowd of. boys were assembled on the
made blame fools of ourselves," replied Dick.
"We
lawn when the outfit turned in through the gate,
"That's what we did; and when the doctor hear~
for in some way they must have got wind of what of it I know he won't like it."
was coming.
"Can't be helped now."
They were not all "Willie-boys," by any means,
"We made it doubly hard for Mac and the Greenhad
but we must confess that the majority of them
and the rest of the' fellows."
horn
that appearan ce.
course. Let's forget it."
"Of
They wore many pink ribbons, pancake hats, and
was easily said, but they were not to be
This
pink postage-s tamp caps, things which the Sand allowed to forget it.
Lakers positively had no use for.
The "Willie-boy" who had been turned down by
A feeble shout of welcome went up,. and one of the Lows was one Tom Radwin.
the Willies. mounting the school steps, called out in
He chose to dress as he did, bu.t he was by no
a shrill voice:
means the sissy he looked.
"Welcom e to Sand Lake High School."
Being of an enterpris ing nature, this boy soon
.
The drum corps stopped.
became the leader of the Highs.
None of the Sand Lake boys responded.
Being also of a vindictive nature, he had it in
"goodwas
it
and
began,
ing
A general handshak
the Lows from that hour, and all kinds of troufor
by" on all sides.
out of the affair.
grew
ble
Not the least attention was paid to the Williewere soon under Tom Radwin's
rude.
nobodies
The
boy's welcome, which certainly was
forgot th"eir old companions.
he
and
boy-like,
and,
Dick,
cried
thumb,
break,"
the
"We must make
Maccaron i and the Greenhor n held out against
start-:;d the school-cr y:
him, and gained a few adherents in their efforts to
"Sand! Sand! Sandy!
introduce more manly sports than croquet among
"Here's for the sand that beats the band!
Prof. Podlady's pupils.
"San_d ! Sand! Sandy!"
But t9ey were in hopeless minority, and cut very
figure in the school.
little
They had just started to file out through the gate
(To be continued.)
when one of, the Podlady boys gave a deep groan.
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·CURRENT NEWS
. THIEVES OUTWIT FARMER
J. C. West' is the owner of a large chicken and
turkey farm near Franklin, N. J.
Recently more than twenty of his fowls were
stolen, so he made up his mind to catch the thief.
He built a small shed near one of the turkey runs,
hid in it, having with him a shotgun. He remained
there until after 3 o'clock in the morning, and when
no one showed- up he went into the house.
He found thieves had ransacked it, taking $275
in cash and a large quantity of silverware.
WOMAN · ON MAN'S JOB.
War has resulted in a woman filling a new berth
in Pueblo, Colo., and the old maxim has been revised to "The hand that rocks the cradle drives the
hearse."
Mrs. J. T. ·Brown is the new chauffeuse of the
h-earse of a prominent undertaking concern. She
says "leading a cortege containing weeping relatives of the deceased was very depressing at first,
but now I just watch the road and never think
about the sad occasion of the trip."
The hearse was formerly driven by a man who
·enlisted in Uncle Sam's army.
HERE'S THE JEWELRY THAT MUST PAY
TAX
Distinction is made between watches for use only
as timekeepers and those for personal adornment in
a ruling by Internal Revenue Commissioner Roper
defining jewelry as taxable at 3 per cent on manufactories' sales, under the Revenue Act.
WatcheiS in metal bra.celets and ail those bearing
jewelled ornamentation arei classed as personal
adornments and are subject to tax. Included in the
commissioner's list of taxable jewelry are vanity,
stamp and match boxes, cigar and cigarette cases,
lorgnettes and vinaigrettes and holders for eye-brow
pencils.
The same distinction is made for garters and suspenders intended for utility or adornment.
HAZERS MUST GIVE SKIN TO SAVE INJURED
STUDENT
'If "Stub" H~rtwell, captain, and Chal'les Mabbitt,
star halfback of the Cornell College football team
will suffer the removal of fifty inches of skin fro~
their backs to replace-that lost by George T. Renner,
Jr.; of Cedar Rapids, Ia., Cornell freshman, whom
they hazed recently, they may escape prosecution for
their act.
The men were arrested and are to be tried.
Friends of Renner say he does not wish to prosecute
them, but they insist they must give of their skin
to insure Renner's recovery. Rep.ner's condition· is

regarded a~ serious, and it is said only skin grafting
will save his life.
The boy was hazed the 1other day, and it is said
a brush was used to scrape the flesh from his body.
There are no members of the boy's family physically able to sacrifice their skin. Mabbitt is one of
the best known football stars in Iowa.
FAMOUS SALT MINES
The most famous salt mines in the world are at
Wieliczka in Galicia, whose worked-out rooms are
the mecca for thousands of tourists each month in
times of peace. In this mine, there is a chapel 200
feet below tµe surface, and the religious statues on
either side of the altar as well as the prisrp.s of the
chandelier are of pure salt. There are also assembly halls, underground brine lakes and important
railway stations and terminals. Th.e various grottoes are named after princes or rulers popular at
the time the chamber was being worked, while succeeding generations of miners and their families
have elaborated and decorated the old workings.
Operations at Wieliczka, however, are crude in comparison to those of American mines.
The oldest salt mine in the United States is the
one on Avery's island, Louisiana: where brine
springs were first discovered in 1719. Rock salt was
found there in 1862. It is estimaetd that the deposit
consists of over two billion tons of salt. T0tal ship·
ments to date are under two million tons.
CROSS~ UNITED STATES IN A MAXWELL
SEDAN
Cross-country trips have been made in all sorts
of cars, but this is a new one-a trip made in a type
of car supposed to be used only for travel about
town and to the theatre, etc.
F. W. Cooper, a 1·etired real estate dealer of
Revere, Mass., with his wife and A. L. Hall of Winthrop, Mass., traveled across the United States in a
Maxwell sedan. The party left Boston June 26 and
made the trip in leisurely fashion at low cost and
,
,
withottf any car trouble.
The sedan was used as a base camp, and whenever
a stop was made the car was the travelers' home.
A complete camping outfit was carried, and the
members of the party made the trip in comfort.
The car burned 315 gallons of gasoline, which
cost $87, and used two sets of tires, which cost
$215.24. The cost of storing the car and repairs
amounted to $30.56. The highest price· paid for
gasoline was in Nevada, where fuel was purchased
...
for 40 cents a gallon.
The Coopers made the trip by way of New York,
Buffalo, Chicago, and then to Denver and Qgden,
then to Salt Lake City and Reno. They drove by
Emerald Bay and to San Francisco.
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GOING · J.T BLIND
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UNDER SEALED ORDERS
By "PAW~EE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER ·xxIV (continued)
"I suppose so." _ .
Walter's prophecy proved to be ·correct. The
editor-in-chief of the Monitor was so weJl pleased
with Charlie's work in Morocco that he gave him
the best desk in the office, with the promise of
further promotion at the earliest opportunity.
"You did splendidly, Charlie," he said. "and I'm
proud of you. I appreciate your work, I assure
•
you. "
Which was pr aise indeed from Wilson, who was
usually chary about dealing out p'r aise.
The other r epor t ers, all of whom liked Charlie,
gave him a cordial greeting and congratulated him
heartily on his success in securing the release · of
Perdicaris and Varley.
Six months later Julian Felix turned up in New
York. He was r agged, .emaciated. and penniless'.
He did not come near the Monitor office, of course,
but went to the Scimitar office, where he was given
work, but only enough to keep soul and body together.
"You let the Monitor man beat you," said the
.editor-in-chief, "and by rights I ought not to let
you have anything to do. But you seem to have
had a hard time, so you may do the morgues and
police courts for a while, at any rate."
Charlie Ford held his place on the staff of the

Monitor, and was promoted occasionally, till, when
he was twenty-two years old, he was assistant editorin-chief, at a fine salary.
Then there was a double wedding at "the little
church around the corner," Charlie Ford aia.d Elsie
·Haynes, and Fred Fellman and Lucy Wade being the
happy couples.
Ch~rlie Ford has never regrett~d t~e time :"he~
he sailed away from New York, Gorn~ It Blmd,
·and "Under Sealed Orders."
1
THE END.
,

OUT NEXT WEEK
A STORY OF MEXICO
--ENTITLED--

From College to Mexico
- ' -

OR---

THE WHITE GIRL QUEEN OF THE YAQUIS
By "PAWNEE JACK."
Don't miss the opening c~apters

COMMENCING NEXT WEEK

arrest about a month ago of an Italian who wa:,
shooting squirrels near his home. The gunner "'as
fined $5, and as he left the court room bystanders
say he announced that he would "get ev~n."
Early the other morning Heuss and his year-old
child were blown out of bed by an explosion that
shattered the front porch, smashed all the windows
in the house, and wrecked the whole first floor. The
Italian who talked of revenge has disappeared from
his home and the police, taking this a,s ground for
suspicion, are searching for him.
The police think dynamite was used. The Heuss
family was sleeping almost directly over the porch,
BLOWN OUT OF BED .
but escaped injury. The explosion was heard for
William, Heuss, a monument worker, of 251 South a mile and soon the entire town wa~ running to the
Lexington avenue, Mount Kisco, N. Y., caused the scene.

GROCERY STORE ON WHEELS WILL VISIT
, ITS CUSTOMERS
1 The grocery store that "comes to youl.' is the latest
offensive against the high cost of living. A string
of travelling gr oceries is provided for in incorporation paper s filed recently in Elizabeth, N. J.
The scheme is to fit out a number of auto vans
with all the equipment of a grocery, including a
refrigerator. A toot of a horn will announce the
arival of the 'grocery store," and by the time Mrs.
Housewife comes out the driver will have taken his
place behind the counter as grocer1 derk.

.
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
"DOPE," HE SAYS, MADE HIM STEAL
• 14,000 FRANCS
Stories of "doped" cigarettes are heard often but
are encountered rarely outside the "shilling sho~kers." However, at the ttial of Elias Wernstein; in
London, convicted of stealing fourteen thousand
franc notes from Hyman Jacobsen, a letter was
produced in which Wernstein said that after smoking a part of a cigarette he found his l.1.ead "going
funny."
The Court said the story sounded more like fiction
than fact, but nevertheless he gave the accused a
sentence of fifteen months at hard labor for acts
he claims to have committed while unconscious.
JAPAN GETS BIG STEEL SUPPLY HERE
J aJ_jan's imports of iron and steel from the United
States in September, 1917, touched a new high
record. In that month $13,000,000 worth of iron
and steel bars, plates and sheets was imported, compared with less than $10,000,000 in the previous
month. This is the first time that iron and steel
imports have exceeded cotton in the imports into
Japan from the United States.
In the first eight months of the current year imports or cotton by Japan from the United States
aggregated $30,615,000, or 30 per cent of the total
imported from this country, while the 'value of iron
and steel bars, plates and sheets amounted to $36,876,000, or 36 per cent.
SNAKE OF RARE BEAUTY
While returning home with an auto party recently, when near Bronson, Kentucky, Will Bradley
discovered a large copperhead srnike crossing the
road in front of his machine.
Steering the machine accordingly, he ran over the
snake, which somewhat impeded its progress: He
then alighted and killed the snake, which proved to
be one of the prettiest specimens of the copperhead
family ever seen in this part of the State.
1
Being a female, its head was as bright as burnished copper, while the underneath portion of its
body was almost equally bright. Its back and sides
were covered with the most beautiful spots, and its
fangs, with which it delivered its bite, were 'e xtraordinarily long.
COAL MINER EARNS $348 IN ONE MONTH
Lawrence B. Finzei, a Hooversville, Pa., miner,
Just before the recent wage increase became effec';ive, earned $348 in one month minin~ coal. With
a 100 per cent car supply he ,could earn even more.
Should he maintain this rate for twelve months his
!a.nnual pay would amount to $4,176, and with the

increase in wages allowed November 1 it is believea
he could make $5,000.
Finzel, forty-five years old, is employed by the
Custer & Sneer Coal Company. He is a man of
medium height and weight, but is pointed out as
"the little big digger."
Near Clarksburg, W. Va., two miners jointly
earned $51 in one day.
DOCUMENT ST AMPS.
The following instruments and documents mu.,,t
have stamps affixed after December 1: Bonds of
indebtedness, indemnity and surety bonds, capital
stock issue, capital stock sales or transfers, · sales
of produce on exchange, drafts or checks payable
otherwise than on sight ·or dema11d, promissory
notes, except bank notes issued for circulation, and
for each renewal of same; all conveyances, entry
of goods or wares of merchandise at any · custom
house for consumptjon or warehousmg; entry for
the withdrawal of such goods, passage ticket on a
steamship to any port not in the United States,
Canada or Mexico; proxy for voting at any election of officers except religious, educational, charitable, fraternal, literary societies or for cemeteries;
power of attorney granting authority to act for
grantor, playing cards.
The tax on the parcel post, which will affect most
persons, is 1 ·cent for each 25 cents or fractional
part .thereof. Thus, the tax on a parcel costing 83
cents to mail would be 4 cents.
NOT A CAT PRODUCT.
Where's the cat farm from which we get our supply of catgut? The· answer is, There isn't any cat
farm. Cats' intestines can't . be utilized. If not
cats, then what furnishes the raw materials for
musical instruments and tennis strings? The answer is, Sheep. Every part of the animal is utilized,
even the soft and mellow tones of his bleating voice, .
which are preserved in the intestines that string
the tuneful violin.
As soon ' the sheep intestines are graded, says
Popular Science Monthly, they are divided into narrows about eight yards in length. These are sent
to the string fact,ory, where they are thoroughly
cleansed and chemically treated. It takes from
twenty to twenty-four sheep to produce the strings ,
for one tennis racket. A single violin string· monopolizes the entraik:l of a whole sheep, however big.
After the gut is split by running it over a safety
razor blade, the strands go through another machine
which remov'es impurities. Following this they are
repeatedly_ run through wringers on washtubs. From
four to fifteen pf these strands are used .for one
music string, being- spun into strings, twisted, and
polished off with emrry-paper
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NEWS OF THE DAY
SOLDIERS TO PICK CRANBERRIES
To relieve a serious shortage of pickers in the
cranberry fields of Ilwaco County, Wash., soldiers
are being· granted four-day furloughs in parties of
four from a company, to pick berries. '(he men will
draw their regular army pay and in addition receive
the wages of cranberry pickers. Waste of a large
portion of the crop had been threatened for lack of
sufficient pickers.

This crop, which it is estimated will total ,approxi~
mately 453,000,000,000 bushels, or half again as
much as last year, has been on the way since the
conmiddle of September. The movement of it
tinue until about April 1 next year.
Reports received by the commission on car service
indicate that even with intensive. loading more than
750,000 cars will be needed to handle the potato
crop.

will

MAKING INDIGO
Advices from Midland, Mich.; tell us of the first
production of indigo from coal tar in the United
States, says Ellwood Hendrick in the Popular Science Monthly for November. One thousand pounds
of 20 per cent paste are produced daily despite the
fact that in the last tariff bill the duty on dyestuffs
was removed from indigo. The annual consumption of indigo in normal times is in the neighborhood of 10,000,000 pounds. By 1912 the German
makers of the coal tar indigo, which is chemically
the same as the product of the tropical indigo plants,
had driven the natural product from the world's
PREFERS ARMY TO FORTUNE
markets. The artificial is considered better and
A student officer ·in the Third Regiment, Fort more reliable than the natural dye . .
Sher1dan, Ill., has refused a legacy of $30,000, the
acceptance of which would necessitate leaving the LITTLE CANARY BIRD'S SONG DREW FIRE
training camp. Two weeks ago he received word
OF ARTILLERY
his uncle in Colorado had died and left him his
authorizes the following:
Cross
Red
The
business property valued at $30,000, with the procanary bird caused consternation
little
one
How
viso that he should continue the business. The
division of British troops and
entire
an
among
young man was undecided until word came that
its own head a hurricane of
upon
down
brought
American troops were in the trenches in France.
shell fire is told by
point-blank
finally
and
fire
rifle
Then he turned down the legacy.
Dr. Robert Davis, recently , ~rrived in the United
States to lecture at the officers' training camps on
WOLFRAMITE IN BRAZIL
the activities of the Red Cross in Europe.
According to an article in a Brazilian journal it
For more than a month on a northern sector of .
appears that the best known deposits of tungsten in the line the British had been secretly mining beneath
the shape of wolframite mineral are found on the the German trenches. The work was almost comParaopeba River in the State of Minas Geraes, and plete. During the operations several canary birds
also in the states of Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, Ceara, were, as usual, kept in the excavations to warn the
Rio Grande do Norte, and Parahyba. It is stated workers of the presence of fire damp, which is fatal
that a sample of metal sent to Rio Janeiro from to the birds. One little songster, however, escaped
Rio Grande de Norte, and taken from the Serra and, alighting on a bush, began to sing.
Branca region, was so pure as to exceed the PortuConsternation reigned in the British lines. If the
guese wolframite in quality. It appears, however, bird should be discovered by the Germans the work ·
that no analysis has yet been made to determine its of weeks would go for naught, as the enemy could
industrial value.
easily interpret the meaning of its presence and prepare to combat the sapping operations·. The infanRAILR0ADS NOW MOVING RECORD POTATO try was immediately ordered to open fire on the
CROP
But it seemed to bear a
canary to destroy it.
sharpshooters failed to
the
Even
Fairfax Harrison, chairman of the railroads' war charmed life.
from twig to twig.
hopped
it
as
down
it
bring
.
board, authorizes the following:
The railroads are~now moving what promises to Finally the artillery had to be called on. A trench
be the biggest potato crop in the history of the gun with a well-timed shell blew the bird and the
· bush and the song into nothingn~ss.
c,ountry.

MONEY ORDER COUNTERFEIT
Warning was given by the Post Office Department
to-day of attempts to circulate counterfeit or forged
Cuban money orders in the United States, especially
among banks and large business houses. Business
men were advised that if they receive for credit
money orders purporting to be issued at Havana,
hearing serial numbers greater than 550,000, to
notify their postmaster or post office inspector, particularly when the request for credit comes from an
·
unknown party.
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one place as to result in the complete destruction of
the turf. Poor agricultural methods are also par tly
responsible. About the beginning of the present
century the government un9ertook measures of control and reclamation, and between 1904 and 1909 an
area of about 46,000 acres was brought under cultivation. In 1913 a special service vvas organized
to deal with the question. The province was put
under the charge of a chief forestr y officer and ·
divided into six districts, in each of which a subordinate official was appointed to superintend the
work. ' At the time of writing good progress has
been made in planting soil-binders and growing
herbaceous crops, but it was still problematical
whether the province was adapted to the establishment of forests.

..

166 we·s t 23d St., New York

..
---Chuckle
s

Grins and

Friend-Did you ever have an acceptance from
an editor? Youthful .Writer-Yes, one; an editor
Donated and autographed by Harry Lauder, the accepted my apology for sending him a poem.
Scotch comedian, a $100 bill was auctioned off for
$5,000 at a meeting he:r;e to-day, at which nearly
"You call yourself an actor. I'd have you know
$30,000 of Pittsburgh's quota of $100,000 to war that I wear the mantle of Booth." "I may not wear
The the mantle of Booth," retorted the other, "but I
camp community service was pledged.
bill was bought by a woman who requested that her gotta fur overcoat. Yah."
name be not made public.
"Bridget, you have broken as much china this
. All meals served in restaurants, hotels, etc., in month as your wages amount to: Now, how ca·n you
Great Britain have been put on allowance. The pi-event this occurrence again?" "Oi don't know,
ye raise me wages."
daily allowance for a person amounts to eight ounces mum," said Bridget, "unless
,
meat.
of
ounces
ten
and
flour
of
ounces
two
. of bread,
"I can't spare the money, but I'll gladly loan it to
The food controller has, in addition, requested that
the population should voluntarily undertake not to you if you'll promise not to keep it too long." "I
consume more than nine ounces of bread, seven solemnly swear that I'll spend every penny of it be-fore to-morrow morning!"
ounces of flour and six ounces of meat a day.

Good Current News Articles

· Matthews Vaitiekounos, a Lithuanian carpenter,
who was seized in a ship yard in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
November 3, as he was about to go aboard a govern•
ment transport carrying a powerful bomb- in his
pocket, ·was arraigned before Judge Howe in the
United States Court i_n Brooklyn on November 5.
Melville J. France, United States Attorney, asked
that bail be fixed at $2,500 but Judge Howe committed Vaitiekounos without fixing bail. Victor E.
Gartz appeared as attorney for the accused man,
and entered a plea of not .guilty . .

Rowneder-M y dear, it was, of course, business
that detained me till midnight. Mrs. Rownedery es. Rowneder-Y ou know I wouldn't deceive you.
Mrs. Rowneder-N o, Charlie, you wouldn'V deceiw~
me, no matter what you said.

Mrs. Simpson had taken her little daughter out to
tea with her, and during the meal was horrified to
see the child° trying to force a thick piece of br ead
into a very sma,ll pocket. "Why, Mar ion," she said
in shocked surprise, "what on earth are you doing?"
"That's all right, mother," her small daughter asher. "I'm just taking this slice back to nursie
sured
The shifting sands of Astrakhan and the measures
·
pattern."
a
for
taken by the Russian Government to deal with this
problem form the subject of a memoir by J. G.
Conjurer-My assistant will now guess without
Firstov, published last year in Petrograd. Ten milhow many hairs any gentleman present
assistance
covered
are
question
in
province
lion acres of the
with shifting sands formed during the nineteenth has on his head. Shock-headed Member ·of the Audicentury and subsequently. These sands have been ence-How many are there on mine? Assistantspreading at the rate of 100,000 acres per annum, Two million four hundred and fif t y-seven t housand
the result bei,ng the transformatio n of good pasture six hundred and t wenty-four. Conjurer-Th e genland into a barren waste. The principal cause is tleman may count his hairs if he like.s , when he will
over-grazilli!.": flocks and herds are kept so long in see the nurnher is e1:act.
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a conscientious and uprigh t man, and I am certain
that you will see that justice is done.
THE MILL IONA IRE'S SECR ET.
"Upon yonder tabl@ you will find pen, ink and
paper. Bring them to my bedside. That's it. Now,
By Paul Braddo n
doctor, l will ask you to transc ribe to paper the
story which I am about to confide to you. Are you
The_ first fe:,v- years of my profes sional life wer~ ready? "
spent m the village of C--, a thrivin g place about
"I am, Mr. Barton ."
one hundr ed miles from New York City.
"Then listen. Twenty-fl ve yea:r;s ago I was a
Amon g my patien ts in the vilfge was one Mr. clerk in the employ of my uncle, Mr. Stephe n DenR_euben Barton , a gl:l:µtleman who occupied a mag- ner, of New York. I depended for my daily bread
nificent mansio:r;i, and had the reputa tion of being upon my earnin gs, which were very scanty , for my
a million aire.
uncle, though a wealth y merch ant, was not a liberal
Mr. Barton was a widow er ~tih one son, a young man.
man _of about twenty-five, whose proflig acy was
"Thou gh poor, I had. luxuri ous tastes which I
notor10us, and was said to cause his father much longed to gratify . I chafed agains t the chains which
unhap piness .
bound me to a life of toil, and my one all-abs orbing
One Decem ber night, just as I was prepar ing to thqugh t was to acquir e wealth . But my prospe cts
go to bed after a hard day's work the sound of the w,ere anythi ng but bright .
•
door bell rang throug h the ho{lSe. '
"At last there came an opport unity for me to
ence I
impati
With a :muttered exclam ation of
possess myself of the riches I coveted, and I eagerl y
went to the door and found one of Mr. Barton 's graspe d it.
•
·
servan ts.
"One morni ng on his way to busine ss :r;ny uncle
"Dr. Graha m," he said, "my maste r is very ill and fe1l as he was crossin g Broad way, and before he
·
wants to see you at once."
over by a heavil y loaded wagon,
could not be could rise was run
tance
impor
A man of Mr. Barton 's
'
and fatally injured .
aft~r
neglec ted by a strugg ling young physic ian like mywhere,
ce,
residen
his
to·
ed
"He was convey
self, and I accom panied the servan t at once to the lying two days in an insensible condition, he died.
mansio n.
"Durin g those two days I matur ed and carried
I was ushere d into the millio naire's room where I into effect the vile plot by which I possessed myself
found Walte r Barton , the son, seated by th; old gen- of his fortun e.
tleman 's bedside.
"After his death search was made for a will, and
The bloodshot eyes and hagga rd mien of the young in a drawe r in his desk one was found by which .he
i:nan reveal ed to me the fact that he had just re- disinh erited his only son and left his entire proper ty .
turned from one o.f his period ical sprees .
said to me, his nephew.
1
"I have been ailing for severa l days, docto r"
"This will was a forger y. It was writte n by
Mr. Barton , as I entere d, "but thinki ng that it was myself, and by me placed where it was found. I
nothin g seriou s, I did not send for you. But to- was very clever with my pen, and I was confident
night I feel so much worse than I have called you in. that the fraud would not be detected.
Doctor, I feel a presen timent that I shall nev.er arise
"And it was not. No one, not even the disinfrom thi~be d. If I am right I want you to tell herited son, Henry Denne r, suspec ted the truth, and
'
me so."
estate passed into my hands.
exami nation re- the
brie{
very
a
and
ies
inquir
A few
"It was not thoug ht strang e that the old gentlevealed to me the fact that Mr. Barton was indeed man made this dispos ition of his proper ty, for his
a dying man. A cold which he had contra cted a son was a notorio us spend thrift and profligate, and
few days before had broug ht out, a diseas e which had occasioned his father much unhap piness ;; while ,
had been long lurkin g in his system , and which must I, on the contra ry, was suppos ed to be a very sober,
inevita bly cause his death ere many hours.
.
young man.
I told him the exact truth, and he took it very steady
anite,
intesta
died
uncle
my
,
doctor
,
reality
"In
calmly.
son fienry .his
to
gone
have
should
ty
proper
his
"Ther e is no hope, tehn, doctor ?" he said.
"This dreadf ul secret has render ed my life a tor"None ."
ture for years, but I have been too cowar dly to
After a pause he contin ued:
ledge it until this, my dying hour.
"Docto r, I wish ·to speak with you a few momen ts acknow
"Have you got my statem ent writte n in full?"
in privat e. Walte r, I must ask yo'u to leave the
Mr. Barton ."
"Yes,
room1"
paused a numbe r of times during his narhad
He
speakt'
With a look of sullen surpri se, but withou
to give me time to reduce the coning, the young man arose and left the apa,tm ent, rative in order g.
fession in writin
closing the door behind him.
''Very well. Justice mu~t be done, .and to you
were
we
as
soon
as
,
Barton
n
Reube
sai<;l
r,"
"Docto
the task of rightin g the fearfu l wrong . Do
leave
I
to
sion
· alone, "I have a confession, a terribl e confes
mak<!" I make it to you becaus e I know you to' be you accept it?"

•
•
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you and the old man, consequent ly I am aware of
'I do."
"Every penny of my money belongs to Henry the contents of that paper in your pocket.
"My father is dead-he died almost before yo:1
Denner, who still lives, and is a poor clerk in a New
got out of the house-and no one knows of that
had
restored
is
it
that'
see
·
you
Will
York warehouse.
confession except you and myself.
to him?"
"I propose that we keep the secret, and I am will,
"I will."
to pay liberally for that document.
ing
"Please toucl~ the bell upon the table."
here, Mr. Gr aham, you need money-I know
"See
I did so and a servant enter ed.
listen to my offer. Give me that confesNow
that.
Dr.
and
you
want
"I
man,
ding
"James," said the
Graham to witness my signature to this document." sion and I'll pay you ten thousand dollars within one
And with a trembling hand he affixed his name week. What do you say?"
"I say that you need waste no more words on
to the confession.
subj ect. The trust .left to me by your dying
this
he
sigh
deep
a
with
and
"Thank God!" he cr ied,
shall be faithfully carried out."
father
·
pillow.
the
upon
fell.back
"Then, curse you, your folly shall cost you your
"Now, doctor," he continued, as he lay ther e with
arid the villain psrang toward me.
life,"
closed eyes, "put the paper in your pocket. To your
off !" I cried, leveling my revolver at his
"Stand
the
at
it
prodi;ice
care I confide it, trusting to you to
at your peril!"
"Approach
head.
proper time."
and continued his onward
knife
a
drew
he
But
the
of
bedside
the
at
emained
r
I
hour
an
half
For
course-.
dying man. When I left him, to return to my home,
I pulled the trigger, but the weapon missed fire.
I saw that he had but a few hours to live at the
isntant later Barton had bullied his knife in
An
most.
from
bosom.
my
emerged
Barton
Walter
As I left the rom,
I sank to the ground, and in a few moments bethe adjoining apartment.
His eyes met mine with a fierce, wild glare, and came insensible.
The last I remember is that Barton was bending
there was so strange an expression upon his face
me:
me, huniedly searching in my pocket s for the
to
ovel'
occurred
that, involuntari ly, the thought
overhas
and
confession.
listening
been
has
man
young
"That
·
When I recovered consciousness I was lying in
'
heard his father's confessi'on."
As I left the house and hurried along the lonely my bed at home, a brother physician bending over
country road in the direction of my home, nearly a me.
"The confession! " I said, as soon as I opened my
mile distant, the suspicion became almost a cereyes. "What is the confession? "
tainty.
e
"Hush!" said my companion gently. "You have
If he had overheard the interview, was it not
. probable that he would follo w me and endeavor to been se1·iously injured, and must be perfectly quiet
.
gain possession of the \Vl'itten statement which was for several days."
quiet; I can't r est
be
.
can't
"I
pocket?
persisted,
I
my
in
"But,"
hidden
If this confession was made public, Walter Barton until I am assured of the safe ty of t hat paper. Doctor, where is my hat?"
would be a beggar.
"Your hat!"
I knew him to be a desperate and unscrupulo us
"Yes; please find it and bring it here at once."
man, and the conviction forced itself upon me that
was
I
confession,
the
overhead
"Here it is on the table, but what--"
really
if he had
"Look under the lining and see if you find a paper
· likely to have trouble with him that very night.
I removed the precious document from my breast there."
,
He did as I requested.
pocket, where I had placed it, and concealed it in
is a paper."
"here
exclaimed;
he
hat.
yes,"
"Why
the lining of my
"Now Dr.
fervently.
cried
I
goodness!"
"Thank
This done, I assured myself that my Derringer
to the
them
obey
I'll
and
orders
your
issue
Allan,
on.
briskly
was in its place, and walked
safely
is
document
that
as
soon
as
is,
t
letter-tha
distance
the
of
two-thirds
about
traveled
I had
between Mr. Barton's house and my own, when I locked up."
Well, reader, my story is nearly done.
became conscious that I was being followed, and,
with
face
to
face
In a few days I was on my feet again.
suddenly turning, found myself
,
·
The knift of my would-be assassin had penetrate:!
Walter Barton.
my breast about half an inch above the heart, inI stood still, and so did he.
The light of the moon rendered the scene as bright flcting a serious, but by no means dangerous
·
wound.
as day:
the contents of
examining
after
other's
me,
Wh~n he left
For a moment we stood looking into each
that the conhimself
satisfying
and
pockets,
my
all
eyes.
fession was not among them, Barton had supposed
Then Barton spoke.
"See here, Graham," he said, "I'll be plain with me dead.
you. I overheard every word that passed between
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
THE FRENCH WE8T AFRICAN "DA."
The Journal Official of French West Africa states
that at the request of the general governmen t, an
official study of the uses Qf "da" fibre· grown in
this African region, has been made. It appears that
althoug~ this fibre is not suitable to replace jute in
the manufactu re of tissues, it is well adapted for
rope making. The general governmen t calls the
attention of the colonial officials and merchants to
the advantages offered by the cultivation of the
"da," for there is a considerabl e future for this
material.
FRENCH WRECK 517 ENEMY AIRPLAN ES.
The brilliant r ecor d of the French aviators, including members of the Lafayette Escadrille, for
the ten months ended in October, shows that they
destroyed 120 German airplanes over the French
lines and 397 over the German lines, whose destruction has been fully confirmed.
There also were 513 others over the German lines
which probably were destroyed, but confirmatio n
of the fact was not obtainable. This makes a grand
total of 1,030. Twenty-tw o Ger-nan captive balloons also were destroyed.
ADD 20,000 EMPLOYE ES.
employees have been added to
thousand
Twenty
the governmen t departmen ts in Washingto n since
the declaration of war, the Civil Service Commission announces. The commission estimates that the
population of the capital has increased 40,000.
The War Departmen t has added 5,200 employees
to its Washingto n offices and the Navy Departmen t
about 2,500, including 800 women who enlisted as
yeoman and who are doing clerical work. In order
to provide living accommoda tions for the added employees, the governmen t has rented many new. buildings, including apartment houses.
Including the new employees in Washington , the
Civil Service Commission has certified f w appointment since April nearly 125,000 persons in the field
and departmen tal service.
BRITISH DECIMAL COINAGE
The full report of the British Institute of Bankers
on the adoption of a decimal coinage and the metric
system of weights and measures has been made public. The committee that prepared the report believes that the adoption of the metric system will
be of great advantage, especially in the extension
of foreign trade. As a prelude to the adoption of
tha,t system it believes that a decimal system of
coinage should be adopted, and therefore recommends such a system.
For many reasons, among which is its general

acceptance as a standard in foreign as well as
domestic trading, the pound sterling must be retained as the unit, and the system recomm;ended by
the committee is based upon the pound sterling.
A standard unit of so high a value as the pound
involves the division into 1,000 instead of 100 parts.
The present pound contains. 240 pence, or 960 farthings, so that the smallest division-on e-thousandth-wo uld be very nearly thf;l value of a
farthing. This division the committee would call
a "mil." The coinage proposed is as follows: Gold,
pound or sovereign and half-sovere ign. Silver,
double florin 200 mils; florin, 100 miles; half-florin,
50 mils; qu;rter-flor in, 25 miles. The half-florin
would correspond very nearly to the present shilling.
Nickel, 10-mil piece; copper, 4 mil, 2 mil and 1 mil
pieces. A 4 mil instead of a 5 mil piece is recommended because its value would be almost exactly
the same as that of the present penny, which is a
general standard in small transaction s. The difference in value would be only 4 per cent, which would
not be noticeable iu these small coins.
AMERICA N DESERTE R SENTENC ED TO
DEATH.
While the death penalty has been imposed on an
enlisted man of the American army, who is of German birth, on his conviction of desertion, it was
indicated recently at the War Departmen t that the
findings of the court-marti al would be overruled and
sentence commuted to a long term of imprisonme nt.
The soldier was stationed at Panama, and there ·
appears to be little doubt that after his dese1-tion
he endeavored to make his way to Germany, presumably for military service there. He was charged
after his apprehensio n, however, only with desertion, and the question of his intention to join the
enemy forces was not developed at his trial.
It has not been the custom in any army, even
in time of war, to impose the death penalty for
desertion unless the act was in the face of the
enemy or unless there was evidence to show that
the purpbse of the offender was more than merely
an attempt to evade military service. The view of
the court-marti al which tried the soldier in question evidently was that there was intent to join the
enemy, but as that was not made clear in the trial
proceedings, the commandin g officer of the Panama
garrison recommended the court be overruled, and
that a term of imprisonm ent be substituted .
While there is reason to believe that officials at
Washingto n concur in the views of the commander
at Panama, it is plainly evident at the War Department that there is no inclination to show mercy to
men who desert in the face of the enemy or to
enemy aliens found in the_ranks as spies.
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ARTJC:LES ·OF ALI.. KIND. ,
TALL FOR A SOLDIER
Because he said his son, who is 6 feet 7 inches,
was "just naturally too tall" for a soldier, but just
the right height to pick cotton and their corn, W. E.
Hale of Marion County, Ark., recently appealed to
Lloyd England, State Provost Marshal, to discharge
his son, W. P. Hale. General England declined to
act.

While the coal saving represented will not be
great, yet it will swell the total which the Fuel
Administration hopes to realize from the many small
fuel savings which it is urging throughout the country as a means of replenishing the national coal
hod at this time when additional coal in such huge
quantities is needed for war work in factories and
for the military activities of the railroads.

GREAT FEAT BY TEN EYCK
Word has been received from Syracuse that Coach
James Ten Eyck of the Syracuse crews completed a
pleasure jaunt of 150 miles in a rowboat recently,
which took him from New York to Albany. The
veteran rowing mentor left this city entirely unheralded, and took his time in making the trip.
Apparently, he regarded the journey as no feat
whatever, although Ten Eyck is already well past
the three-score mark in years, and merely undertook
the expedition for the love of rowing.
He used a craft built somewhat after the pattern
of the lifeboats used at the beaches, although it was
considerably lighter. Despite his years, Ten Eyck
made time for which many younger oarsmen would
envy him. On the last day of the trip up the Hudson, he left Coxsackie a:t 9 o'clock in the morning
and reached Albany between 2 and 3 o'clock in the
afternoon. The distance between Coxsackie and
Albany is approximately twenty miles, which can
hardly be regarded as slow when it is considered that
the man at the oars is more than 60 years old.

THE LIGHTEST KNOWN WOOD
A new wood, apparently little known and called
balsa wood, is exceedingly light and promises to
have an extended field of• usefulness in connection
with cold storage structures when heat insulation is
important. It is a tropical wood growing principally
in the States of South and Central America.
Accol'ding to the Sc~ntific American the wood is
remarkable, first, as to its lightness; second, as to
its microscopical structure; third, for its absence of
woody fiber; fourth, for its elasticity; and fifth, for
its heat-sinsulating qualities. So far as the investigation has disclosed, it is the lightest commercially
useful wood known. It has also considerable structural strength, which makes it suitable for many
uses. In general appearance balsa wood resembles
basswood. Until recently, Missouri cork wood,
weighing 18.1 pounds per cubic foot, was believed
to be the lightest, but recent investigations indicate
that balsa wood is much lighter, having a net weight
of 7.3 pounds per cubic foot. The ordinary commercial balsa wood is seldom perfectly dry, and,
because of the· moisture content, its weight has been
found to be between eight and thirteen pounds per
cubic foot.
The extreme lightness of this wood suggests its
application as a buoyancy material in life-preservers
and life-boats. When, however, it was attempted to
apply the wood practically, it was found to be of
little value, because it absorbed. water in great quantities and also because it soon rotted and also warped
and checked when worked. After testing nearly
every method that had been suggested, Colonel
Marr's method of t~eating woods which had been
recently patented was finally successful. In this
method the wood is treated in a bath, of which the
principal ingredient is f,araffin, by a process which
coats the interior cells without clom,;ing up the
porous system. The paraffin remains as a coating
or varnish over the interior cell walls, preventing
the absorption of moisture and the ill-effects as to
change of volume and decay which would otherwise
take place; it also prevents the bad effects of dry
rot which follow the application of any surface treatment for preserving wood of the same type. The
Marr process tends to drive out all water and make
the wood waterproof.
,,,.

LUMBER SCRAPS AT CAMPS BEING
CONSERVED FOR FUEL
Soldiers in the National Army cantonments are
aiding the United States Fuel Administration in its
attempt to plug all fuel leaks. Brig. Gen. I. W.
Littell, of the Quartermaster Corps, National Army,
has assured Fuel Administrator Garfield that the
odds and ends of lumber left from building cantonments, together with all other possible firewood, is
being piled together and saved for camp fuel this
winter.
Many people living near the cantonments have
complained to the Fuel Administration that valuable
fuel is being burned at the camps. When Administrator Garfield asked for an investigation by the
War Department of these reported wastes he was
assured that' the fires which have caused so much
unfavorable public comment have been very largely
bonfires of stumps and brush and other material
without fuel value.
The War Department has directed that all wood
found near the cantonments which is in the least
suitable for fuel be preserved for camp use this
winter.
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PHANTOM CARDS.
From 11.ve cards three
are menj:ally selected b1

,,11"' .

,, ' · ~

~ ..-

any one, placed undfl'r ftn

handkerchief,
ordinary
;. pe.rtormer «.1thdrnws two
cards. the ones not ae•
• . lectecl : .t:be pe.r tormer Invites any onG to remove
tbe other two, and to the great ostonlshment
of all they have actually di sappeared. No
sleight-of-band. Recommended as the moat
lngenlo)ls car dtrlck ever Invented. Price
10c, by mall.
c. BEHR, 1110 w. 112d st.. New Yori< Cit,-.
LUCKY PENNY POCKET PIECE.
Thls han dso me pocket
piece Is made ot alum I n u m, resem bling
so mewhat 1D size a n d
a ppearnnce a sll ver
do lla r . In tbe ce nter
ot t b e pocket piece Is
n ne w one- cent U. S.
coin, ln sc>rted ln suc h
a way thnt it cannot
(U. S.
Ile rem oved.
Jnws prevent our
s h owing this coin In
our engraving) . On on e side o! tbe pocket
piece are the words, "Lnck y pe nn y pocket
piece; I bri ng good lU C?k ," and t b e de~lgn
of a horsesh oe. On the opposite side. ••1 am
your mascot," "K eep me nnd never go
broke," ond two sprigs of tour-leafed clover.
The~e hand some p ocke t pieces are belh;ved ,
by many to he harbingers of good luck.
Price lZ cents; 3 for so cents; by mall.
postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 112d Street. N. Y.
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BOYS

Fool :,onr friends . !!!end tor blg
free catalog of j ok e and magic
apparatus. SOUDHAN MAGIC oo.. UIHll
lloUand Bnlldins, St. Louis. Mo.
2 to $1100 EA.CH paid for hundreds of
old Coins. Keep ALL money dated be·
fore 18~rl and send Ten cents for New
Illustrated Coln Value Book, slxe 4x7.
It ma:v mean you;r Fortune. CLARKE
COIN CO., Box 911, Le Bo;:r, N, Y.

$
66

LAUGHABLE EGO TRICK.

'.l'bls Is tbe funniest
;rick ever exhibited and
always produces roars
of laughter. '£he performer says to the audience tllat he requires
dome eggs tor one of
bis experiments. A1 no
dpectat.or carries any,
Ile calls bis asslsta11t, taps him on top of
the !Jead, be gags, and an egg comes out of
bis mouth. '.l' hls Is repeated until six egg•
are produced. I~ Is an easy trick to perform, vnce you know bow. and alwa:,1
makes a bit. Dlrectlons g!Ten for workln•
It . Price. 25 cents by m111l. postpaid .
WOLFF Novelty Co., 163 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.

0THERS'"

The late General Booth'• me1aage to bia Offi.
cenalloTertheworld: "OTHERS"
TLere areaaa•
ber1 of poor folk
Sa all Hr bi1
citie1 w ha do•
peadQoa

The

Selvatlon

~
for aniltuce
tlariJII tlaa loq
Wiater montu.

WIii
You Help
Ua
Help "Others"

BUBBEB BUCKE&

I et I

fort11a!lt1
th&o yonnelf?

Send Your Gift to Commander Evangeline Booth
120 West Fourteenth S tr .,et, New York City
Or Commia,ioaer E,till l 08 N. Dearborn Street, Chlcap

-

Rubber Vacuum Suckera

T ile la t es t novelty ont ! Dishes and plates
wil] stkk to the t a ble, cup s to tb e sau cer s
like glu e. Put one under a glass and t h en
try to lift it. You ca n't. Lots of ton .
Always put It on a s mooth s urface and wet
'.he r ob ber. Mnn :v other tricks can be ac ·
complls h ecl w ith t his n ov elt y. '
P r ice, 1~ cts. ea ch by mail: postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 6Zd Street, N. Y.

MAGIC CARD BOX.-A very cleverly made
box oC exchanging or vanishing ca.rds. In Cact,
any number ot trtcka ot this- character can be
performed by It. A very nece11ary magi cal

THE PBJZE FORD JOKE.
Looks 1lke a
story-book, but
lt ~ontnlns a cal)
• and . a trigger.
The moment
:r o u r Innocent
friend open9 the
book to rend the
lnterestlni>.' stor-,
h e expe~ts--·
Pop! Bnng! The
explosion ls
h 11 t
harmless,
wm II\Bke hlm
tbtn k the Gerhl~~.s a.re after

SCIENTIFIO l\fll\D BEADING,
Wonder!ul ! Startllng! Scientific I You hand a friend
u hancisome set of cards on
which are printed the names
ot the 28 United States Presidents. A.sk . him to secret!J
select a name and bold the
card to his forehead an'1
think ot the name. Like a
ti.as~. comes the answer "Lincoln. Washington, or whatever name he Is thhiklng of.
The more you repeat It the tpore puzzling It
becomes. With our outfit you can do It any•
'IVbere, any time, with anybody. Startle
your friends. Do It at tbe next party or
at your club and be tbe lion of the evening.
Tbls was Invented by a famous magician.
Price, with complete set of cards and full
lMtructlons, 12 cents, ma1led, postpaid.
C. BEHR. 15& W. 62d St., Ne,,. York City.

P rtce 81'.1 cents
encb hy mall ,
poAtpnld-

Price, USc.
accessory .
FBANII. SMITH. !IS Lenox An., N.,. I.

l

8HERJFI': IJ,\nr,-e;.
With this badge attache d to 1our coat or
..-est you can show the
!Joys that you are a
she rltr, and It they
DEVTT,'S LdCK PUZZLE.
don't beh ave them·
Without e:rceptlon. tbl1
selves you might lock
la the hardest one of all.
tbcm up. It Is n beautiAnd yet, If you bavo
ful nickel-plated badge.
tbe dlrectlo·ns you can
2¼. by 2 1,!, Inches tn
very easily do It. It conslr,e, with the words
olsts ot a ring paHed
"Sherltr 23. By Heck"
tllrougb two 'links on In nickel letters on tbe face of It, with a pin
s hafts. The shanks of on the bnck for attaching It to your cloththis puzzle are nlwayo ing. Send for one and h,ave $ome fun with
Get one the boys.
In tbe way.
•nd learn how to . take tbe ring otr. Price
Price 15 cents, or s tor 40 cents; oeat b:,
Ilic . by mall. postp11M. wltb ~lrectlon1.
mall, postpaid.
JL JI'. LANG. 11111 Clenlre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
B. F, LA.NO, 18111 C<UltN lit., B'klyn, N. Y.
,-"Hf 'Novelty Co
16ft W. 2Sd St.,
N. Y.

THE B4LANCINO BIBD.
It m easures m o r •
tban tour lncbe1 from
tip to tip ot wlng1,
and will balan.:e per•
fectly on tbe tip of
your 11.nger nail, on
the point of a lead
pencil, or o n an 1
p o I n t e d lnstrnment.
only the tip of the bill
resting on tbe n~ll or
pencil point, the whole
body ot the bird being suspended In the
air . with nothing to rest on. lt will not
fal! oil' unleH shaken off. A great nonlt:,.
Wonderful, amuslnii and lnstructl-re.
Price 10 cents, malled postpaid;
WOLFF Nonlty Co •• 168 W. 23d St., N. Y,

,~

9

''KNOCK-OUT" OARD TRICK.-Fllle cards
are show n, front and back, and there are no
two cards alike. You p l a ce some of them in a
handkerchief and ask any person to hold them
by the corners in f ull view of th e audience.
You now take the rem a ini ng card s and request
any one to name any card s ho wn . This dr•ne,
you re p eat the name of t he ca rd and I ate
that you will cause it tO inv isi bly leave your

hand and pass i n to the han d k erc hief, where tt
will be found a mo ng the; other cards. At ,the
word "Go!" you show that the chosen card ·
has vanished, lea v ing a bsolutely only two
cards. The handke rchleC Is unf olded by any
person, and 1n it is found the identical card.

Recommended very hl~hly.
<111u 1. postpaid.

Price lllc. eacll

C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d St., New York Cit,-.

MAGIC PUZZLE KEYS.
Two keys interlocked In such a manner
it seems impossible to separate tbem, bu&
when learned It Is easily done. Price 6c~
by mall, postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Oo. .. 10 ur. Rll"' lli... .,.._ •

T'llCK CIGARETT;

This one is a corker!

TOKIO

BOX.

Get a ho< right

nway, if you want to have a barrel or juy.

Here·s the secret: It looks like an ordi nary red box of Turkisb cigarettes. But
It contolns a trigp;er, und er which you place
a paper cap. Offer your friend a sruoke
nnd he raises the lid of the box. That explodes the cnp. and If you are wise you will
get out ot sii;:ht with the uox before he gets
over thinking Ile was shot. Price 15c, postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.

CARO

TRICK.

You place five cards in n
Remove one of tllern
llat.
and tben ask :vour audience
how many remain. Upon examination the remaining four
have vanished. A very clever
Price 10a, b:v mall.
trick.
postpaid, with directions.
C. BF.HR, 150 W. 62d Street,

•
HIKADO

New l< ork Clt7.

BLOCK

PUZZLE,

MAGIC l\URROR.

This ls tile latest novelty out. 'l'he mouse
When
placed upon a mirror, wall, window or an1
other smooth surface, 1t will creep sio,v17
do...-nward without leaviug the perpendicular surface. It ls furnished with an ad·
heslve gum-roll underneath which makea
it stick. Ver7 amusing to I.Joth young and
old. Price, ten cents by mail.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. "Y,

H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., U'klYD., N. lt'.

JAP.ANESE BANK PUZZLE.

I

THE CREEPING MOUSE.

An exact imitation of a pack

ot the finest quality playing

cards in a very neat case.
You hand the package to
your friend, requesting him
to shuffle the cards, and as
he attempts to do so a cap
Inside expuodes loud enough
to make him see stars. Price
25c, by mail, postpaid.
C. BEllU, 150 W. 62d St.,
New "l:orlr City.

THE MODERN DANCERS.

'l'hese dancers are set
iu a gilt frame, tile size
.l.:ly
ligiJling a matc!J au,1
circular
in,
it
moving
form at the buck tl.Jey
can be made to danc·e
hea~
the
furiously.
from the match warwing them u11. If you
want to see an up-todate tango dance seuu
for this pretty cbarm.
Price. 15 cents, or ·s
for 40 cents, sent by mail, postpaid.
W. 23d St., N. Y,
168
Co.,
WOLFF Novelty

will deccl',e Lhe ghuwe

MONGOL PLAYING CARD!!.

~
-

ot our engraving.

which

ot any spec1awr. l ' ricc, lly
mail. postpaid, small size, z~c eacil; lar:,;,
size, 850 each.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St .. B"klyo. N. \',

l!'at and lean funny !nre!. n1.
lookiug in tbese mirrors ovri.;!Jt
your features !Jecome narro" ,u,d
elongated. Look into it a!Je\\ I~•
and your phlz broadens out in
tbe most comical manner. Slze
3½ x 2¼ ln~bes, in a handsome
1111itnt1ou morocco case.
Price, 10 cents each, postpaid .
\VOLFI!' Novelty Co., 168 W, 23d St., N. Y.

J!'our cards are placed In a
One curd ts removed
hut.
and the balance are now
shown to ue changed to
blank cards. The cards can
be tllorougbly examined.
Price 10c, by mall, postpaid.
Centre St., B'klyn, N. l<.
1815
H.F. LA.NG.

FRANK SMITII, 383 Lenpx Ave .• N. l<.

Diamond l'itJgs• or stud~ ol
bait-inch null one inch in dlarueter are benl'd of In stones
only. We have tllern lruitt1leLI
I.Jy prodigious sµarkllng •tuue•

Imported !row Japan.
This neat liLtle puzzle
consists of six strangely
cut pieces of wll!te wool.I
unassembled. The trick
Is to so assemble the
I.Jlocks as to form a six
point cross. Price Uc,
by mall, postpaid.

PAPEL BLANCO.

lluilt up of a large
numbu of grooved
Yery
pieces of wood.
uicult to tak" npar1.
and very dillicult to put
together. l t can be so
dissected as to make u
bank of it and when reassembled would d efy
the most iugcniou~ ua n I,
burglfll' outside of prison. Price :!5c, by
mall, postpaid.

IMITATION GIANT DIA~IONDS.

ll\IITATION BED BUGS,

Tills toy 1s an exact 1mi tatlon of th11
friendly little fellow who sl.iares your bed,
eats out of your hand or leg and who accepts your bumble hospitallty even. wallout au invitation. 'l'he fact that he also
Insists on introducing all bis friends and
family circle, sometlwes makes him most
unpopular with the ladles; most every
WGmau you know would have sernu kind~
of tits if she saw two, or even one, ot
these imitations on her oedspread. Six are
contained in a transparent envelo~e. Price,
toe. by mall.
H. F. LA.N(,, ISIS Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

Is of a very natural appearance.

THE JOKE SPUUt.

Tbls Joke eplke la an ordinary
iron spike or very large nail, the
same ns ls found In any carpenter'•
nail I.Jox. At the small end ls a
small steel needle, ½ Inch In
length, firmly set in spike. •.rake
your !rlend's hat or coat and hang
It ou the wall by driving ( with a
hamwer) tile spike through it into
tbe wall; tue needle In spike wlll
not injure tile hat or garment,
neither will It sbow on wall or wood where
It has been driveu. 'l'he deception is perfect us the spike appears to have been
driven halt-way through th~ bnt or coat,
which can be Jett banging on the wall.
Prlce, 10 cents, or a !or 26 ccn ts; I.Jy mall,
postpaid.
WOLl!'F Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
~
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READ THIS ONE!

"MovinU Picture .Stories"

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTOPLAYS AND PLAYERS
PRICE Ge PER COPY
DIF"
-PRICE Ge PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSEL F!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prom~nent Performers !
OUT EVERY FRIDAY
32 PAGES Of READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
of Actors and Actresses
Biographies
and
Portraits
New
Six Stories of the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture~maki ng
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR ~UBLICA 1'10N ON THE MARKET I
can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, ar.d its special artimoneY,
that
best
Its authors are the very
·
·
cles are by the greatest -experts in tlieir particular line.
the world.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kin<! inand
we will mail you
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or post.age-stam ps,
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

166 We_st 23d Street, New York City

WILD WEST WEEKLY

782 Youn!( Wild West Among the Blackfeet ; or. Arietta as a
SoreereRs.
783 Youn,:,; Wild West On the Yellowstone; or. The Secret of the
Hidden Cave.
784 Youn,:,; Wild West's Deadly Aim; or, · Arietta's Grentest
Danger
785 Young Wild ' west at the "Ju'mping Off"' Place; or, The>
Worst Camp tu the West.
786 Young Wild West and the "Mixed -Up" Mine; or, Arietta a
Winner.
787 Young Wild West's Hundred Mile Race; or, Beating a nig
Bunch.
788 Young Wild West Daring the Danites; or, The Seurcb for a
Migs!ng Girl.
789 Young Wild West's Lively Time; or, The Dandy Dock of the•
.
Diggings.
790 Young Wild West at Hold-up Canyon; or, Arietta's Grent
.
Victory.
791 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or. IIIaking the "Bn<l" ,IPn
Good,
7!l~ Young Wild West Cowing the Cowboy s; or. Arie tta und the
Prairie Fir

-LATEST ISSUES-

768 Yonng Wild West's Winning Streak; or, A Straight Trail to
Tombstone.
769 Young Wild West's Lightning Lariat; or, Arletta anrl the
Road Agents.
770 Young Wild West's Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued by the
Comanches.
771 Young Wild West and the Blazed Trail; or, Arletta as a
Scout.
772 Young Wild West's Four of a Kind; or, A Curious Com bination.
7i3 Youni,; Wild West Caught by th e Crooks; or, ~rletta On
Hand.
774 Young Wild West and the Ten Terrors; or. The Doom of
Da sh!ni,; Dan.
775 Young Wild West's Barrel of ··Dust"; or, Arietta's Chance
Sh ot.
776 Young Wild West' s Triple Claim; or, Simple Sam, the "Sundowner."
777 Young Wild West's Curious Compact; or, Arietta As An
Avenger.
/
778 Young Wild '\Vest's Wampum Belt; or, Under the Ban of the
Utes.
77!l Young Wild West ancl th e Rio Grande Rustlers; or, 'rhe
Branding at Buckhorn Ranch.
780 Young Wild \Vest and the Line League; or, Arietta Among
th e Smn,,-glpr~.
781 Young Wllcl West's Silver Spurs; or, Fun at Fairplay Fair.
For sit!<' h:v 0·11 nf'wsdenlers. or wl11 be sent t.. any a ddres~ on receipt of prlre, 6 cents per copy. In money or postnc-~

stnmp~. hy

166 West 23d St., N. Y.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

OUR 'TEN - CENT
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description ot the wontlertul

uses or electricity and electro magnetism ; together with full iustruct!ons for making
Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George
Trebel; A.i\l., M.D. Containing over fifty 11- .
lustrations.
No. 47. now TO B REAR. RIDE AND
])JtlVE A liORSE.-A complete treatise on
tl.Je horse. Describing the most useful horses
for business, the best horses for the road;
n !so valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48.

JIOW

TO BUILD AND

SAIL

CA:-.OES.-A handy book for boyR, containing full directions for constructing canoes
and the most popular manner of sailing
them. l!'ully illustrated.
No. 49.

HOW TO DEBATE.-Glving rules

for conducting debates, outlines for debates,
questions for discussion, . and the best
sources for procuring information on the
questl<Jn given,
No. 50. lIOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
A Nil\lALS.-A valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 51. lIOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Contaiuing e:q>lanatlons of the
general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not requiring slelghtof-bnnd; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand,
or the use of specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52.

HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Givflli:"

tile rules and full directions . for playing
Forty-Five,
Casino,
Cribbage,
Euchre,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction
Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular
games of cards.
No. 53.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A

HAND BOOKS

No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contalnlng useful information

regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated.

HOW T O BECOME A WEST
No. 62.
POINT JIULI'l'ARY CADET -Explains bow

to gain admittance, course o! Study, Examlnatlqnst.. Duties, Statr of Otrlcers, Post Guard,
Police .Hegulations, Fire Depar tment, and all
a boy should know to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
No. 63.

HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL

No. 64.

HOW T O MAXE ELECTRICAL

CADET.--Complete instructions of how to
gain admission to the Annapolls Naval Academy. Also containing the course of Instruction, description of grounds and buildings,
historical sketch, and everything a boy
should know to become an otrlcer In the
United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
l\IACHINES.-Containlng full directions for
making electrical machines, Induction coils,
dynamos, and mnny novel toys to be worked
by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
mustrated.
No. 65. MULDOON'$ JOXES.-The most
original joke book ever published, and it Is
brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, :P.nmorist, and practical joker of the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO' PUZZLES.-Containlng over three hundr~d interesting puzzles and conundn1m-s, with key to same. A
complete book. Fully illustrated.
No.

67.

HOW

TO

DO

ELECTRICAL

TRICKS.-Containing a large collection of
lnstructlve and highly amusing electrical
tricks, together with illustrations. By A.
Anderson.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITlf
No. 73.
NUlltBERS.-Showing many curious tricl,s:
with figures and the magic of numbers. By
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No.

74.

HOW

TO

WRITE

t,ETTERS

CORREOTLY.-Containing full Instructions
for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition.
with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOJIIE A CONJURER_

-Containing tricks ·with Dominoes, Dice
EmbracingCups and Balls,' Bats, et.c.
thirty-six illustrat\ons. By A. Anderson.
No. 76.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES B Y

No. 77.

HOW TO DO FORT¥ TRICKS.

No. 79.

HOW TO BECO~IE AN ACTOR-

THE UAND.-Containlng rules for te]Jin::;fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand. or
the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of
t elling future events by aid of moles, marks.
scars, etc. Illustrated.
WITH CARDS .-Containing deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by lending conjurers.
and magicians. Arranged for home aruusement. l!'ully illustrated.
No. 78, H OW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
-Containing a complete description of the
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-hand. together with many wonderful experimentsIllustrated.
By A. Anderson.

-Containing complete instructions how to.
make up for various characters on the st Age;
together with the duties of the Stae;e l\fnnager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Man.

No. 80. GUS WILLIAlllS' JOKE BOOK.-

Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German comedian . Sixty-four pages; hnndsom ..
colored cover, confaln!ug a half-tone phot<>
of the author.
No, Sl. HOW TO JIIESlllERIZE.-Contnlning the most approved method of mesmj,r·
ism ; animal magnetism, or, magnetic lu§aling. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., author of "How to Hypnotize," ete.

won<lerful little book, telling you how to
HOW TO DO CHEJIIICAL
No. 68.
write to your sweetheart. your father, moth- TRICKS.-Containlng over one hundred
er, sister, brother. employer; and, In fact, highly amusing and instructive tricks with
everybody ancl anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
No. 82, HOW TO DO PALJIIISTRY.-Contalnlng the most nprn'oved methods of rendto.
·
1llustrated.
ing the Ilnes on th<, hand, together with a
No. 54. Ho,v TO KEEP 'AND MANAGE
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OFfull explanation of their meaning. Also exPETS.·- Glving complete Information as to HAND.-Containing over fifty of the latest
plaining phrenology, and the key of telling
tbe manner and method of raising, keeping, 1 and best tricks used by magicians. Also
characters by the bumps on the head. lly
taming, breeding. and managing all kinds
the secret of second sight. Fully
Leo Hugo Koch, .A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
of pets; also giving full Instructions for containing
lllustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO H"YPNOTIZE.-ContainFully explained by
nrnking cages, etc.
No. '70 HOW TO J\IAKE 1\IAGIC TOYS.lng valuable and Instructive information retlY<'nt~·-eight Ulustrations.
garding the science ot hypnotism. Also exNo. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS Containfni; full directions !or m"aklni,; Magic
plaining the most approved methods which
AND COINS.-Containing valuable informa- Toys and devices ot many kinds. Fully ilare employed b'l the leading hypnotists ot
- !!on r!"garding the conectlng and arranging lustrated.
world. By eo Hugo Kocl1, A.C.R.
the
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illusJIIECHANICAL
DO
TO
HOW
'71.
No.
trated.
N o . M. HOW TO BECO~IE AN AUTHOR.
T.RIC.KS.-Containing complete 111nstrntions
information regarding choice
-Containing
Tricks.
Meclmnlcal
sixty
over
No. 56. HOW TO BECOJ\IE AN EN- for performing
of subjects, the use of words and tile manGINEER.-CoO:taining lull instructions bow Fully illustrated.
ani! suhmittlng nrnnupreparing
of
ner
8
7
to become a locomotive engineer; also direcscripts. Also containing valuable informa~AR~i!E~ir~~g !iiToi t£~f~!e\~
tions for hulldlng a model locomotive; tole!!"ih!Jlty and genneatness,
the
to
as
tion
gether with a full description of everything and most deceptive card tricks, with museral composition of manuscripts.
'
tratii ,s.
an engineer should know.
For sale by all newsdealers, or "'ill he sent to nny nc\ 'ress on r etc'rt of price, 10c. per copy, or 3 for 25c., in mone, or postage stamps, !, y

wf;ir

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d. St., N. Y.

